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PHILO OF ALEXANDRIA, DE MUTATIONE NOMINUM §§103–119 

TRANSLATION 

 

g. On the Alternation of the Names Jethro and Raguel 

(§103) Again, the oracles sometimes call the father-in-law of our archprophet [Moses] 

Jethro (Iothor)1, while at other times, they call him Raguel (Ragouel).2 He is called Jethro whenever 

vanity abounds. For Jethro means “excessive” and excess produces vanity in an otherwise 

guileless life. Jethro makes a laughing-stock out of what is well-balanced and necessary for good 

living, while he reveres the inequalities of covetous gain. (§104) He honors human things before 

divine, customs before laws, profane things more than holy things, mortal goods more than 

immortal goods, seeming more than being. He even dares to offer himself [to Moses] as a self-

appointed counselor, suggesting that the sage ought not teach thoroughly that which alone is 

worth learning, “the commands of God and His law,”3 but rather ought to teach the contracts 

which men make with one another, though they are usually causes of false fellowship. And the 

great man obeys him in all respects, thinking that it is fitting for him to give little concerns lesser 

attention, but take great care with great matters of justice. (§105) Rather often, however, this 

seeming-sage undergoes some change and abandons the flocks that he was allotted to lead, 

however blindly, and seeks again the divine herd to become a blameless member of it. He marvels 

                                                     
1 See Exod [2:16]; 3:1; 4:18; 18:1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 9, 10, 12. [Codex Alexandrinus, Cyril of Alexandria]. 

2 See Exod 2:18; Gen 36:4, 10, 13, 17bis. 

3 Exod 18:20. 
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at its Herdsman’s nature and admires the oversight that He employs in providing for his own 

flocks. And so, Raguel is interpreted as “shepherding of God.” 

(§106) This much has been said in summary; the proofs now follow. Raguel is first 

introduced as an attendant of judgment and justice. For his appellation “Midian,”4 when 

translated, signifies “from judgment.” This signifies two things. First, the name Midian figures 

“separation” (ekkrisis) and “setting apart” (apokrisis), such as customarily happens with 

contenders in the so-called holy contests. For many who present themselves have already been 

weeded out as unfit for competition by the contest judges. (§107) These are the initiates of the 

unholy rites of Beelphagor,5 who have opened wide all their bodily orifices to receive sensuous 

waves flowing in from the outside—for Beelphagor means “upper mouth of skin.” Having 

admitted these sensations, they flood the governing mind and cast it out into the deepest abyss, 

so that it might not be able to be led back up nor to hold its own even in a small way. (§108) This 

is what the mind suffers, until that peaceful, piercing priest of God, Phineas [Phinees],6 came on 

the scene in the guise of a warrior at his own instigation, since he was by nature no friend of 

wickedness and possessed of a zeal for the good and lovely. To him it was granted not to be 

deceived, but, taking a lance—i.e. the swift and sharpened reason [Word], sufficient to search and 

investigate each matter—making use of this stronger force he impaled emotion through the 

womb,7 so to speak, so that it might no longer give birth to any god-sent evil [plague]. (§109) It is 

against such as these [Midianites] that the greatest war is stirred up by Israel, the seeing race, in 

which “no one” of those who were contending “perished,”8 but all returned unwounded and safe.  

(§110) In this way, the first meaning of “from Midian” is to be clarified. The other meaning 

identifies the priest as “the form of judging and justice,” which is also appropriated to the 

                                                     
4 Exod 2:16. 

5 Num 25:3. 

6 Num 25:12–13.  

7 Num 25:7, 8. 

8 Num 31:49. 
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prophetic race [of Moses] through intermarriage. Therefore he says, “the priest” of discernment 

(krisis) and justice (dike) “had seven daughters,”9—symbols of the powers of the irrational nature: 

the organs of procreation, the voice, and the five senses—who shepherd the sheep of their father. 

(§111) It is through these seven powers that their father—mind—advances and grows, by 

engagement with impressions which come near it. For each of these faculties “stands near”10 its 

appropriate object: vision, by colors and forms; hearing by sounds; smell by scents; taste by juices; 

and the rest by their appropriate objects. Thus, after a fashion, these powers “draw up” the 

external perceptibles, “until they fill the reservoirs” of the soul, “from which they water the 

sheep of their father.”11 These sheep, I am interpreting as the very clean flock of reasoning, which 

embraces sure knowledge and lovely order together in the same pen. (§112) Beside these powers, 

however, the companions of envy and malice also “stand near,”12 rulers of the wicked herd, and 

drive them away from their natural uses. The natural activity of the seven shepherdesses is to 

lead external impressions within to the mind as a judge and king, so that by making use of the 

best ruler they might walk in the right way. (§113) But the external rulers stand opposed to king 

mind, pursuing his powers and proclaiming the opposite: to draw the mind out and hand it over 

more easily to the impressions. And things carry on this way, until the inspired and virtue-loving 

manner, whose name is Moses, which had formerly seemed disengaged, “having arisen” and 

besought God, will shield and “rescue them” from their captors, nourishing the father’s flock 

with the water of reason.13 (§114) Having fled the onset of the thoughts of the wicked rulers—

those who are zealous for tangible goods alone, as in a tragedy—the powers come no more to 

Jethro, but to Raguel.14 They have left behind their kinship with vanity and associated themselves 

                                                     
9 Exod 2:16a. 

10 Exod 2:16bα. 

11 Exod 2:16bβ. 

12 Exod 2:17a. 

13 Exod 2:17b. 

14 Exod 2:18a. 
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with the leadership of mind, having thought it worthwhile to attain a lot among the holy herd. 

This is led by the divine Word, as the name makes clear: [Raguel] means “shepherding of God.” 

(§115) Since it is [God’s] own flock which is cared for, plenteous goods are readily available to 

those who are obedient and do not resist the governance of the flock. For a song of this sort is also 

sung among the hymns: “The Lord shepherds me, and nothing will I lack.”15  

(§116) Fittingly, therefore, will the mind that has the divine Word as its shepherd and 

king, ask of his seven daughters, “Why did you exert such haste to return today?16 Formerly, 

when you encountered perceptible things, you spent a long time outside and hardly left off when 

you were released by them; but now, I do not know what you have experienced that you have 

swiftly departed so contrary to your custom.” (§117) The daughters reply that they themselves 

are not the causes of their breathless racing to and from the sense-perceptibles with great 

vehemence, but that this was the work of the “human being”17 who had rescued them from the 

wild crowd of shepherds. They call Moses an “Egyptian”18—although he is not only a Hebrew, 

but of the most pure tribe of the Hebrews, which alone exercises the priesthood—because they 

are not able to transcend their own natural limitation. (§118) For it would be praiseworthy if the 

senses, situated as they are at the borderland of intelligibles and sense-perceptibles, might desire 

each of these. They are not led by the sense-perceptibles alone; however, to suppose that they will 

be guided by the noetic realities alone is more than a little naïve. For this reason, they make 

reference to both kinds of causes, signifying that which can be contemplated by reason alone with 

the word “human being” and the sense-perceptibles with the word “Egyptian.”19 (§119) Having 

heard this report, again there father would inquire, “Where is the human being?20 In what part 

                                                     
15 LXX Ps 22:1. 

16 Exod 2:18b 

17 Exod 2:19:aα. 

18 Exod 2:19aβ. 

19 Exod 2:19:aαβ 

20 Exod 2:20a. 
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of you does the rational form dwell? Why have you left him behind so easily?21 Why did you 

not, upon encountering him, not hold fast to this most beautiful and profitable possession? (§120) 

But if you failed to do this formerly, at least now call him, so that he may eat and be nourished 

by your better qualities and affinities with him. Perhaps he will dwell with us, and marry the 

winged, god-borne, prophetic race, whose name is Zipporah (Sepphora).22 

  

                                                     
21 Exod 2:20b. 

22 Exod 2:21. 
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COMMENTARY 

 

Οὐκ ἄρα παντὸς ἄνδρος, ὦ Ἑρμόγενες, ὄνομα θέσθαι, ἀλλά τινος ὀνοματουργοῦ· οὗτος δ’ ἐστιν, ὡς ἔοικεν, ὁ 

νομοθέτης.         ~Plato, Cratylus 389a 

 

1. Introduction to Chapter Five: On the Change of Names (§§60–129) 

2. Commentary: On the Alternation of the Names Jethro and Raguel (§§103–120) 

3. The Place of On the Change of Names in the Allegorical Commentary and the Abrahamic Cycle 

4. Exegetical Structure of De mutatione nominum 

5. Use of Scripture: Biblical Citations and Allusions 

6. Select Bibliography 

 

1. CHAPTER FIVE: ON THE CHANGE OF NAMES (§§60–129) 

 

The second and central part of the treatise is comprised of a single, topically organized chapter, 

which provides the clearest basis for the work’s Greek title, “Concerning Those Whose Names 

Were Changed and for What Reason They Were Changed.”23 Although the chapter  interprets 

two major biblical lemmas in their scriptural sequence (Gen 17:5, 15), Philo skips a large 

intervening section, apparently making a temporary break with the form of a running 

commentary. Forging a link between Gen 17:5 and Gen 17:15, Abram’s and Sarai’s changes of 

name, Philo refrains from treating Gen 17:6–14—one of the longest internal gap(s) in a primary 

lemma within a treatise in the Allegorical Commentary. This gap is all the more salient because 

Philo treats the bypassed verses in Q.G. 3.44–52. This section thus more nearly resembles a 

σύγγραμμα (exegetical monograph) or πραγματεία (treatise; see §53) than a ὑπόμνημα 

                                                     
23 The full title of the treatise given by Eusebius in Hist. eccl. 2.18.3 is περὶ τῶν μετονομαζομένων 

καὶ ὧν ἕνεκα μετονομάζονται. This has been shortened in Latin to De mutatione nominum. Contrary to the 

impression given by the Latin title, Eusebius’s title suggests that Philo’s treatise was not concerned with 

the names themselves, but with “those whose names were changed, and for what reason they had their 

names changed.” Philo usually makes a biblical person rather than the name itself the subject of 

μετονομάζεσθαι—as the people themselves are the proper subjects of Philo’s psychic allegories. See, e.g., 

Philo, Jos. 121: μετονομάζει δ’ αὐτὸν ἀπὸ τῆς ὀνειροκριτικῆς, where the masculine singular αὐτὸν can 

only refer to Joseph himself, not his name. Similarly, in Mut. 121: ἀλλὰ καὶ τὸν Ὠσηὲ μετονομάζει 

Μωυσῆς εἰς τὸν Ἰησοῦν, τὸν ποιὸν εἰς ἕξιν μεταχαράττων (“Moses renames Hoshea as Joshua”), the 

presence of the definite article before Hoshea and Joshua suggests that the (well-known) person rather than 

the name is meant (see Smyth §1136). Philo will use the anarthrous form of the name to discuss the meaning 

of the name itself (see again §121). 
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(running commentary).24 It is reminiscent in certain ways of the exegetical style of the Agr.–Sobr. 

sub-grouping,25 and foreshadows the non-sequential principle of De somniis,26 the final extant 

treatise in the Allegorical Commentary. In combining two disparate primary exegetical 

quaestiones in a single chapter (see Q.G. 43 and 53), Philo introduces a novel organizational 

principle into the Allegorical Commentary. Having interpreted these two primary lemmas, Philo 

then introduces a long series of secondary biblical lemmas further exploring the phenomenon of 

scriptural name changes. 

What might the reason be for Philo’s break with his usual sequential treatment of primary 

texts? James Royse suggests that “much of the material in [Gen] 17:1–22 is not discussed, because 

presumably it was covered in the lost De testamentis.”27 Royse’s judgment rests on sound evidence, 

arising from Philo’s own statement often read to this effect in §53 (on Gen 17:4). Royse, however, 

only gives half of Philo’s rationale. As a result, there is more one can say about the importance of 

this Philonic “leap” in the primarily lemma. The place to begin this reconsideration is with Philo’s 

own words in §53: 

τὸν δὲ περὶ διαθηκῶν σύμπαντα λόγον ἐν δυσὶν ἀναγέγραφα συντάξεσι καὶ 

ὑπὲρ τοῦ μὴ παλινῳδεῖν ἑκὼν ὑπερβαίνω καὶ ἅμα μὴ βουλόμενος ἁμαρτᾶν 

τὸ συμφυὲς τῆς πραγματείας. 

                                                     
24 For the distinction between ὑπόμνημα and σύγγραμμα, see Schironi 2012, esp. 407, 428–429, 

which discusses the dispute surrounding the genre of Didymus’s On Demonsthenes preserved in P. Berol. 

inv.  9780—a text discovered in the same house of Hermoupolis as the Anonymous Theaetetus Commentary 

(P. Berol. Inv. 9782). For πραγματεία as the technical term for a treatise in Aristotelian criticism, see 

Engberg-Pedersen 1999, esp. 41: “Aristotle . . . was the inventor of a distinct literary genre, the pragmateia 

or ‘systematic or scientific treatise’.” See Aristotle, Eth. nic. 2.2; Philo, Mut. 53. 

25 Probably originally a quintet of scrolls comprising a single treatise; see Sterling 2012; Geljon and 

Runia 2013, 3. Cf. Massebieau and Bréhier 1906, esp. 171, 177, who recognize Agr.–Conf. as a group (so 

Adler 1929, 6; pace Geljon and Runia 2013, 5, who neglect Massebieau’s inclusion of Conf. [Conf. may in fact 

be the second part of Sobr.; see Royse 2009, 42]). As such, Massebieau and Bréhier omit Gig.-Deus and add 

Conf., suggesting that exegetical structure and attitude to the empire, rather than a strictly “Noahic” subject 

matter, constitute the principle of group analysis or division. Adler follows a similar instinct, but pays 

careful attention to the different kinds of exegesis and commentary in the AC. He recognizes (Studien, 49) 

Agr. and Plant. as a single book, and further conjectures (Studien, 59) that Plant. 139–177 actually constitutes 

the lost first book of De ebrietate. Rather than uniting Plant. and Ebr., this would have the function of 

ultimately dividing this Noahic group into four sub-clusters (a. Gig.-Deus; b. [Test.]; c. Agr.-Plant.; d. Ebr. 1 

and 2-Sobr.). In the end, however, Adler (1929, 67) follows Massebieau in dividing Philo’s early works into 

two fundamental groups on the basis of their broad exegetical patterns: (1) Leg.–Gig.; (2) Agr.–Sobr. 

26 On the style of De somniis, see Geljon and Runia 2013, 2. 

27 Royse 2009, 43. 
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But I have previously written a whole work On Covenants in two volumes and 

thus I willingly pass over [that subject] now so that I do not treat the same 

material twice and, at the same time, because I do not wish to transgress the 

organic unity of the current treatise. 

The critical point in Philo’s apology is that he gives two, not one, reasons for passing over a 

further discussion of the covenants. Both reasons are linked (ἅμα) to Philo’s compositional will 

(ἑκὼν, βουλόμενος). Philo notes first that he has treated the subject of covenants earlier, and then 

states additionally that to return to this subject would transgress the thematic unity of the current 

treatise (πραγματεία).28 These two rationales warrant further comment. 

Philo’s first rationale—that he does not wish to return to the theme of covenants—has 

often been treated as probative evidence that he has already interpreted Gen 17:6–14 in De 

testamentis. If this is what Philo means, it is an odd rationale, since he would certainly have 

subordinated Genesis 17 to some part of the Noahic cycle as a secondary lemma.29 His use of other 

texts from Genesis as secondary lemmas does not disqualify them from treatment as primary 

lemmas when they arise in sequence.  

This problem is compounded by the odd verb that Philo uses to speak of returning to the 

previous subject in §53: παλινῳδεῖν. The verb is a hapax in Philo’s corpus. While the root may 

simply mean “sing again” or “repeat,”30 its nominal cognate παλινῳδία is always used by Philo 

in the Allegorical Commentary its classical sense of “recant.”31 This is precisely how Plato himself 

uses the noun in the Phaedrus—a dialogue which exerted a strong influence on Philo’s thought—

when he famously “recants” his former speech on Love in exchange for a more accurate account.32 

What should one make of this data? On the one hand, it is hard to imagine that Philo did not 

interpret Gen 17:6–14 in a two-book λόγος On Covenants, given that Genesis 17 contains one of 

the densest sets of references to the theme of the covenant in the Pentateuch. That παλινῳδεῖν 

                                                     
28 Aristotle, Eth. nic. 2.2 similarly circumscribes the appropriate subject matter of his ethical 

“treatise”: Ἐπεὶ οὖν ἡ παροῦσα πραγματεία οὐ θεωρίας ἕνεκα ἐστι . . . . Philo has decked this Aristotelian 

concept with Platonic imagery. 

29 Royse 2009, 41 suggests that De testamentis took some part of Gen 6:18–9:19 as its primary lemma. 

30  LSJ adverts to Philo Mut. 53 as a principal proof for this secondary meaning (“repeat”) of the 

παλινῳδεῖν, pointing also to the second century CE treatise of Sextus Empiricus, Contra mathematicos 

(7.202). It is a tautology, however, simply to use Philo (i.e. LSJ) to prove Philo in arguing for the existence 

of this secondary meaning in the first century CE. Philo’s meaning remains ambiguous. 

31 See Philo, Post. 179bis; Somn. 2.292 (cf. Legat. 373, where the palinode bespeaks Gaius’s inversion 

of fortune). In the (ps.)-Platonic corpus, the verb appears only in the spurious [Alc. maj.] (2) 148b, with the 

sense of “repent, unpray” (ἀνεύχομαι). 

32 Plato, Phaedr. 243b; 257a. 
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simply means “repeat,” on the other hand, is not so clear. Is it possible that Philo’s singular use 

of this strange verb signals not merely his desire to avoid redundancy, but likewise to avoid 

contradicting himself—that is, to risk recanting a more universalistic interpretation of the 

covenants (given in a treatise dominated by Genesis 6:18) in light of the more particularist 

perspective promulgated by the literal sense of the current pericope (Gen 17:6–14)? 

Whatever the case, Philo’s second rationale—that he does not wish to violate the thematic 

coherence of the treatise—is more clear, and has often been overlooked by the consensus view 

that he simply does not want to repeat his earlier exegesis of Gen 17:6–14. Philo’s language is 

again reminiscent of Plato’s Phaedrus—specifically the discussion in that text about the unity of a 

speech as the unity of a living animal.33 Philo’s reason for skipping from Gen 17:5 to Gen 17:15 is 

thus motivated as much by the thematic connections between those two verses as it is by the fact 

that he has apparently treated Gen 17:4 (and perhaps Gen 17:6–14) in an earlier treatise. It is telling 

that the notice of the earlier treatise comes in a comment on Gen 17:4, rather than on Gen 17:6 

where the real leap in Philo’s text comes. Philo has astutely prepared the way for this omission 

because his treatment of Gen 17:5 and 17:15 together as a unit in §§60–129 represents the organic 

and thematic heart of his speech, so to speak, and he does not want to interrupt it when he comes 

to Gen 17:5 (see §77—the discourse is seamless). 

An additional, unstated rationale motivating Philo’s thematic leap from Gen 17:5 to Gen 

17:15 may be that these two texts clearly traveled together at the traditional level and as an 

exegetical pair of secondary lemmas earlier in the Allegorical Commentary.34 On this explanation, 

having treated Gen 17:5, Philo naturally introduces Gen 17:15 as a contextualizing biblical lemma 

(CBL);35 his “strongly associative mind” then embarks on a lengthy digression, and when he 

returns to the primary text, he returns not to Gen 17:6 but Gen 17:16: his complementary biblical 

lemma has become a major biblical lemma. 

These considerations go a long way toward illuminating the structure of chapter five, but 

they do not supply a complete explanation. In this case, Philo himself provides an additional clue. 

In the opening of this section (§60), Philo suggests that this chapter (and in fact, the concern with 

                                                     
33 Phaedr. 264c. A properly ordered λόγος, according to Socrates (265e2), is one which has a natural 

somatic order, and which can be again divided according to the natural joints and limbs (κατ’ ἄρθρα ᾗ 

πέφυκεν), rather than inelegantly as by an amateur butcher. For the adjective συμφυές used in connection 

with bodily unity and disunity in Plato’s corpus, see e.g. Soph. 247d3; Tim. 45d5; 64d7. 

34 See, e.g., Cher. 4–8, and other “Parallels” in the commentary below. 

35 For the concept of a contextualizing biblical lemma (CBL) as distinct from a secondary biblical 

lemma, see Cover 2015, 55. I coin the phrase “contextualizing biblical lemma” drawing on the article of 

Runia 1991, esp. 51. A CBL is a text other than the primary biblical lemma, but which relates too 

immediately to the primary context to really be “secondary” in the way a citation from another book or 

narrative cycle is. 
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names which dominates the first two parts of the work) was premeditated, and responds to the 

criticism of a particular group of colleagues: 

(§60) Now, some of those spite-lovers (οἱ φιλαπεχθήμονες) who always wish to 

attach blame to the blameless (not so much in regard to material appearances as to 

the realities they represent) and who wage an implacable war with holy things—

these fine folks present as worthy of slander all the things that seem unfit to be 

preserved in writing (although in reality these are symbols of the Nature which 

loves always to be hidden), disparaging them with “scrupulous” investigation 

(μετὰ ἀκριβοῦς ἐρεύνης).36 They do this with special vigor in the case of the name 

changes in scripture. (§61) Why, just recently I heard a godless, impious man, who 

dared to mock and lampoon us thus: “Great indeed and abundant are the gifts 

which Moses says the Leader of the Universe extends—for [in Abram’s case] he 

proffers a letter, one alpha; and again, with the appendage of a rho, he seemed to 

furnish a marvelously great advantage . . . bringing forth the rho twice, he named 

Abram’s wife Sara (Σάρα) Sarah (Σάρρα).” And stringing together as many 

similar things as he could, he ran through them in a spiritless and fleshy manner.  

Who might these “spite-lovers” have been? There are four logical possibilities which emerge from 

past studies of Philo’s contemporaries: (1) Non-Jewish critics; (2) Jewish literalists; (3) Jewish 

allegorizers; (4) fictive opponents.37 The last option, that of fictive opponents, would seem to be 

ruled out by the anecdotal tone of (§61), which claims to report a recent criticism against Philo’s 

high valuation of scripture name changes. Of the other three groups, it seems a priori more likely 

that Jewish scholars would be making “‘scrupulous’ investigation” (ἀκριβὴς ἔρευνα) of the 

Scriptures. Which of the Jewish groups is more likely? Philo’s quip in §60 that they attack not so 

much the scriptural letters (σώματα) as their underlying realities (πράγματα) might suggest the 

other allegorizers.38 Their mocking of God’s gift of single letters to Abram and Sarai and Philo’s 

                                                     
36 The text is problematic here. Cohn and Colson add οὐκ, and Wendland conjectures δίχα in place 

of μετά. Something seems to be required, in light of φαυλίσαντες. Can Philo be read as making his 

statement ironically? 

37 See Hay 1979–80, esp. 42–43 for a comprehensive list of Philo’s references to “other allegorists” 

(i.e., “non-literal” interpreters) throughout his corpus. Hay apparently considers Mut. 62–76 evidence of 

such a group (though why he has not included Mut. 60–61 in his range is not clear to me) , but critically 

marks it with a question mark, his critical siglum indicating that these may not refer to real exegetes, but 

“to imaginary conversation partners Philo introduces to enliven his commentary.” Niehoff 2011, 77, is more 

optimistic about the possibility of recovering details of the various colleagues with whom Philo interacted. 

38 Hay 1979–80, 52, suggests that the meticulous searching of this group suggests that they are 

allegorists—particularly as Philo says very little about the literalists. For more on the radical allegorizers 

and literalists, see Hay 1991. 
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description of their exegesis as spiritless (ἀπνευστί) and fleshy (ἐπισαρκάζων) in §61 supports 

this identification as well.39 

Opting for (3) Jewish allegorists, Maren Niehoff (2011: 154–155) highlights several 

important parallels to these comments, in Q.G. 3.43 and 3.53. It is indeed interesting that Philo 

transmits his invective against these etymological scoffers at the same biblical loci (Gen 17:5, 15) 

in both the Quaestiones and the Allegorical Commentary. Several earlier references to scriptural 

name change earlier in the Allegorical Commentary (see Leg. 3.244; Cher. 4, Gig. 64) suggest that 

this phenomenon was a textual trigger for Philo and his school and had been a part of his 

exegetical repertoire for some time. In none of these places, however, does Philo suggest that any 

of his colleagues quarreled with the significance of this marker.  

Based on a comparative analysis of these parallel invectives, Niehoff concludes that the 

Q.G. account is more severe, seeking not to “dialogue” with these colleagues but to “dismiss them 

altogether,” construing them as “outside the company of God.” As such, she considers the Q.G. 

to be later than Mut. While this is worth considering, Niehoff perhaps overplays the differences 

between these passages. Philo does use different negative terms in these passages, but neither 

one is very positive. Philo also describes one member of the “spite-lovers” in §61 as ἀνὴρ ἄθεος 

καὶ ἀσεβῆς, as well as “blood-stained and unclean” (§62: μιαρὸς καὶ δυσκάθαρτος). Can we 

conclude that Philo really wanted to have a dialogue with such a man, or that he considered him 

and his friends part of the Jewish community? Additionally, I have argued that Philo’s unique 

combination of his exegesis of Gen 17:5 and 17:15 is a novum of the Allegorical Commentary. Is it 

likely that Philo began by composing a joint invective, using examples of scorn poured out against 

both Abram’s and Sarai’s change of names together, and then separated these invectives in the 

Quaestiones? This sounds, to borrow a phrase from opponents of the Griesbach hypothesis in the 

study of the Synoptic Gospels, a bit like “unscrambling the egg with a vengeance.”  

Complicating all of this further is the important fact that Cohn and Wendland find the 

entire section (§§60–62) difficult to read—a reminder of the poor textual transmission of this 

treatise. They find the phrase μετὰ ἀκριβοῦς ἐρεύνης in §60 nonsensical and suggest supplying 

<οὐκ>. While Philo does imply that the “spite-lovers” read the scriptural text carefully, this 

description may best be read ironically. Cohn and Wendland, moreover, posit a lacuna of some 

kind in §61. Without wishing to digress into the broader question of the relative chronology of 

the Quaestiones and the Allegorical Commentary, it seems warranted to suggest that devising a 

relative chronology of these three passages is beset by numerous difficulties. Whenever the 

criticism arose, Philo’s remarks make it clear that such criticism was au courant at the time he was 

                                                     
39 Philo’s distinction of flesh and spirit in §61 is important for locating the Pauline construction of 

“spiritual” reading in 2 Cor 3:12–18, as well as the ethical component of his flesh-spirit dichotomy in Gal 

5:17 and Rom 7:14. If Paul is confronting a group of Jewish-Christian allegorists in 2 Corinthians 3 (see 

Cover 2015, 254–257), his use of a similar invective—that their allegorical hermeneutic is insufficiently 

spiritual (see 2 Cor 3:17)—might suggest that Philo, too, is calling other Jewish allegorists ἀπνευστί. 
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writing De mutatione nominum and that they arise from a group which Philo considers, at best, 

heterodox. 

While (3) the Jewish allegorists remain a strong possibility, several facets of this text also 

suggest that Philo’s “spite-lovers” may in fact be (4) non-Jewish scholars in Alexandria. In favor 

of this identification are the following points: (a) The criticisms are not against Philo’s 

interpretation of the change of names, but against the literal sense of the biblical text itself. Jewish 

literalists and allegorists take the text seriously, whereas Philo’s “spite-lovers” do not. (b) Philo 

describes this hostility against scripture and assault on “holy things,” which may be a 

circumlocution for sacred scripture and cult—or, this might be read as an attack on [Jewish] “holy 

people.” (c) Most decisive are Philo’s other uses of the adjective φιλαπεχθήμων. The term is used 

only once elsewhere in the Allegorical Commentary (Fug. 5), but the context is different. The best 

parallels to Philo’s usage in §60 occur instead in On Abraham and the Life of Moses. Both treatises, 

it is worth noting, have an apologetic purpose—although this is more pronounced in On Abraham. 

In Mos. 1.248, the adjective φιλαπεχθήμων is used to describe the Egyptians attitude toward the 

“Hebrews”—a not-so-veiled reminder, on Philo’s part, that contemporary Egyptian attitudes 

toward Jews have not changed very much. In Abr. 178–183, the φιλαπεχθήμονες are literary 

critics who find no reason to praise Abraham’s near sacrifice of Isaac in Genesis 22. Comparing 

Abraham to figures like Agamemnon and those held in highest reputation by the Greeks 

(Ἑλλήνων . . . τοὺς δοκιμωτάτους),40 who sacrifice their children when duty calls, these spite-

lovers also invoke the practices of child-sacrifice by the Canaanites—which Moses outlaws—as 

well as the self-immolation of the Indian gymnosophists to render Abraham’s faithfulness in 

Genesis 22 relatively jejune. It is hard to imagine a Jew espousing such a critique of Abraham—

and the invocation of Greek models as the highest exemplars suggests that some of Philo’s non-

Jewish Alexandrian colleagues may in fact be the faction that he addresses here. 

The ramification of this conclusion—that Philo replies here in this central and treatise-

defining chapter of De mutatione nominum to a group of non-Jewish (or formerly Jewish?) 

Alexandrian colleagues—is that Philo had not cut off contact with other scholarly circles at this 

point in his life. His fluency with and development of the emergent forms and conventions of 

Middle-Platonic commentaries, as well as the more established forms of Homeric textual criticism 

and allegorical exegesis, were not a part of Philo’s past, but an active part of his present 

intellectual ferment as he was penning his greatest exegetical series. Despite the fact that the 

Allegorical Commentary has its most likely Sitz im Leben in a private, advanced Jewish school, 

Philo seems to have continued to frequent lively centers of intellectual life in Alexandria wherein 

such debates as this could be heard. Whatever their agenda, posterity may thank them for 

prompting Philo’s magisterial middle-Platonic response—and perhaps, for determining the 

theological issues which govern at least the first two parts of this treatise. 

                                                     
40 Philo, Abr. 180. 
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The exegetical structure of the treatise is as follows: Philo begins by interpreting his two 

major biblical lemmata: Gen 17:5 and Gen 17:15. He then introduces a series of secondary biblical 

lemmata. The chapter may be divided into ten subunits, based on the figure they interpret: 

(a) Abram/Abraham (§§60–76) 

(b) Sarai/Sarah (§§77–80) 

(c) Jacob/Israel (§§81–88) 

(d) Joseph/Psonthonphonek (§§89–91) 

(e) Benjamin: Son of Days/Son of Grief (§§92–96) 

(f) Ephraim/Manasseh :: Ruben/Simeon (§§97–102) 

(g) Jethro/Raguel (§§103–120) 

(h) Hoshea/Joshua (§§121–122) 

(i) Caleb (§§123–124) 

(j) Moses (§§125–129) 

The flow of these figures is roughly chronological (with the important exception of Moses), and 

can be subdivided into three main clusters. Subunits (a-c) represent the core discussion rooted in 

the major biblical lemmas. The discussion here treats the three name-changes in the Abraham-

Jacob cycles; Isaac is mentioned in §88 in the context of answering the question of why his name 

does not change. These characters are generally positive. Subunits (d-f), by contrast, treat Rachel’s 

two sons, and the family of Joseph. Joseph and Benjamin are negative figures, whereas Ephraim 

and Manasseh hold more promise. This triad represents a kind of fall narrative, Israel’s 

embroilment with Egypt. A third triad of sorts may be found in subunits (h-j), Joshua, Caleb, 

Moses: the three leaders of Israel in the wilderness and saviors from Egypt. These are presented 

not in chronological order, but in order of their increasing perfection: Hoshea changes his name 

for the better; Caleb’s name does not change, but he has an exchange of spirit (Mut. 123); Moses 

anchors the list as the man of many names (actually three), which vary according to his various 

offices: prophet of oracles, as a human devoted to God, and as a surrogate god and sage in 

comparison with the foolish. This analysis leaves (g) Jethro/Raguel unaccounted for. It looks in 

part to continue a discussion begun in (c) Jacob/Israel on why names sometimes change and then 

revert as the scriptural narrative continues. Given its lack of fit, it may be that Philo has included 

here an independent exegetical tradition about Jethro/Raguel. This unit, which is of extreme 

interest, will be introduced more systematically below.  
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2. COMMENTARY: ON THE ALTERNATION OF THE NAMES JETHRO AND RAGUEL (§§103–120) 

Analysis/General Comments 

Philo’s interpretation of the figure whose name alternates between Jethro and Raguel is 

the longest of chapter five. It is comprised of eighteen sections, making it roughly commensurate 

with the seventeen sections devoted to Abraham. Other major figures are treated in significantly 

shorter units: Jacob’s change of names is treated in eight sections, Ephraim and Manasseh 

(together) in six, Moses and Benjamin in five, Sarah in four, Joseph in three, Caleb and Joshua 

(each) in two.  

The unique length of the Jethro/Raguel section is mirrored by its exegetical complexity. 

Only in his discussion of Raguel does Philo employ tertiary biblical lemmas (see §§107–109, §115) 

in this central chapter. That the discussion of a secondary lemma should exceed that of a primary 

lemma in length and exegetical artistry is not unusual in the Allegorical Commentary. This also 

occurs, for example, in Leg. 2–3 and the Agr.-Sobr. cluster. What is odd here is that a figure as 

marginal as Jethro/Raguel should receive such extended treatment. As we saw in the introduction 

to the chapter, Raguel stands outside the three etymological triads which comprise the base 

structure of the chapter: (a-c) Abraham, Sarah, and Jacob; (d-f) Joseph, Benjamin, and 

Ephraim/Manasseh; and (h-j) Joshua, Caleb, and Moses—triads drawn from the patriarchal, 

Egyptian, and Exodus periods, respectively. Coupled with the structural irregularities already 

mentioned, this evidence suggests that Philo has incorporated some traditional material about 

Raguel into his commentary—perhaps, material from a homily or an independent treatise. 

The plausibility of this suggestion is heightened when one considers the place of Raguel 

in the popular imagination of Alexandrian Jews. As is well-known, Raguel was brought into the 

spotlight sometime in the second century BCE by the Hellenistic Jewish playwright Ezekiel the 

Tragedian. In his only extant play, the Exagoge, Ezekiel expanded the role of Raguel (fr. 3) in the 

Moses narrative, making him not just a local shepherd, but the priest-judge-ruler of the entire 

multi-ethnic “city” (fr. 4). Raguel’s most exalted and super-biblical role in extant drama, however 

is that of dream interpreter. In a much celebrated expansion of the biblical narrative, Ezekiel 

elevates Raguel (in Midian) from father-in-law to Moses’ chief confidant and mentor. When 

Moses, still sojourning in Midian, has a dream of a throne on Mount Sinai (fr. 6), it is Raguel who, 

like Joseph or Daniel, comes forward to interpret (fr. 7) its meaning.41 

Raguel’s status as a political leader and visionary in the popular Jewish imagination gives 

plausible grounds for further homiletic meditations on his person in Alexandrian proseuchai and 

study houses. In the detailed comments, I will suggest that Philo’s interpretation of Raguel’s 

                                                     
41 On the timing of the dream, see Holladay 1989, 446, n. 84. Holladay suggests that Raguel’s 

address to Moses as “stranger” may indicate that the dream occurs prior to his marriage to Zipporah. It 

clearly happens during Moses’ sojourn in Midian. 
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change of name is a response both to the biblical figure and his expanded role in Ezekiel’s play 

(the latter of which could have been known widely among non-Jewish Alexandrians).42 Philo’s 

commentary both echoes and criticizes Raguel’s popular dramatic portrait, offering what he 

thinks is the real theological intention of this story. 

As to structure, Philo carefully arranges this section through the use of rhetorical and 

exegetical markers. At the rhetorical level, Philo explicitly (§106) divides the section into two 

subunits: (1) a summary (κεφάλαιον) of the meaning of the alternation between Jethro and 

Raguel (§§103–105); and (2) detailed proofs (πίστεις) supporting this interpretation (§§106–120).43 

In fact, Philo’s comments in the κεφαλάλαιον on Gen 2:16 and Genesis 18 (esp. Exod 18:20, 22, 

and 24) turn out to provide the proofs for the meaning of the name “Jethro.” The πίστεις, to the 

contrary, offer an extended sequential exegesis Exod 2:16–21 as a secondary biblical lemma. This 

is amplified by several tertiary biblical lemmas: the stories of the zeal of Phineas and the wars 

with the Midianites in Numbers 25 and 31 (§§107–109) and a citation of LXX Ps 22 (23):1 (§115). 

These establish the meaning of the name Raguel and illuminate Philo’s account of the alternation 

of names. 

The highly rhetorical shape of this section may in part respond to the spite-lovers’ 

criticism mentioned in §60, as well as popular portraits of Raguel known to Philo’s advanced 

students. The swift, allusive, sequential movement through a biblical lemma of six verses (rather 

than beginning with a long citation) presupposes the listeners’ familiarity with the narrative and 

suggests that Philo may have borrowed or composed ad hoc here in a homiletic style. Similar 

sequential exegeses may be found in the Pauline letters (esp. 2 Cor 3:7–18) and Ps.-Philonic 

homilies. Most relevant for this section may be the fragment of the Ps.-Philonic homily De Jona 

(to be distinguished from the entire extant homily),44 which interprets a scene from the Jonah 

narrative at a similar pace and likewise interweaves direct quotations from the story with 

rewritten narrative as Philo does with Jethro/Raguel, his daughters, the shepherds, and Moses. 

This formal similarity lends plausibility to the case that Philo has followed a popular homiletic 

form and reworked it into a series of proofs suited for the Allegorical Commentary.45 

Accepting Philo’s rhetorical division of the section, the line of thought is as follows: 

                                                     
42 For Philo’s knowledge of the Exagoge, see Sterling 2014. 

43 Plutarch, An. proc. 5 (1014a) divides his entire commentary into (1) train of thought (διάνοια) and 

(2) detailed exegesis and demonstration (ἐξήγησις καὶ ἀπόδειξις). 

44 For the Armenian text with a translation, see Cover 2015, 202. Both homilies have been translated 

into English in their entirety by Topchyan and Gohar 2013. 

45 On synagogue traditions in Philo more generally, see Borgen 1965 and 2014. See also Hamerton-

Kelly 1972.  
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(1) Summary: Moses’ father in law is sometimes called Jethro and sometimes called Raguel 

by the “oracles.” This owes to a kind of fickleness of character, as well as an alternation of 

what he symbolizes at the allegorical level. He is first (in the biblical account) called 

Jethro/Iothor (Exod 2:16), which means, etymologically (Hebrew:  ִֺיְתרו (cf.ֶיֶתר in Exod 4:18) 

 excess” or “superfluity.” As such, Jethro is a symbol of immoderate lifestyle which“ ,(ֶיֶתר =

tempts and disturbs the otherwise moderate sage. The paramount example of this comes 

in Exodus 18, when Jethro dissuades Moses from using an equal standard of measure for 

all cases, but encourages him to employ assistants to dole out judgements differently, 

depending on the gravity of the case. Often, however, scripture gives another picture of 

Moses’ father-in-law, one in which he gives up offering immoderate counsel and blind 

guidance to his own wards and become a member of God’s herd. In these contexts, the 

oracles call him Raguel with good etymological reason, since he himself represents the 

soul “shepherded by God” (Hebrew: ָרעּויֵֺאל = ְרעּוֵאל). (§§105–103) 

 

(2) Proofs: Raguel’s role in symbolizing the soul which is part of the divine herd—and his 

differentiation from Jethro—can be understood by attending to the two etymological 

significances of his title “from Midian” (Exod 2:16); (a) “separation and setting apart” 

(§§106–109) and (b) “judgment and justice.” (§§110–120) 

 

(a) “Midian” etymologically figures two things. As a servant of judgment and justice, the 

priest from “Midian” (Hebrew: , ֺ=דִֺֺ[ן]מִֺ ִֺמְדָיןֺין , lit. “from judgment”) serves first as an 

exemplar of one who separates (ἔκκρισις) and sets apart (ἀπόκρισις) those people who 

are not fit for the contest of virtue. This is similar to the function of judges in the 

Panhellenic games. Those who are unfit are figured scripturally by the initiates of 

Beelphagor, who are slayed by another priest of justice and judgement, Phineas (Num 

25:3–13). Wielding the lance of reason, Phineas (like the priest of Midian in Exodus) 

destroys the deceptive passions which confuse and disturb athletes of the mind, Israel, 

the “seeing race.” (§§106–109) 

 

(b1) A second interpretation of “Midian” pertains to the allegory of the soul. Here, the 

priest from Midian signifies the critical and judicial aspect (τὸ κριτικὸν καὶ δικαστικὸν 

εἶδος) of the mind, when dealing with the reception and emission of material phaenomena. 

The seven daughters of this discriminating mind represent the reproductive organ(s), the 

voice, and the five senses. Their drawing water from the well represents the collection of 

impressions, which the mind must test and sift. The shepherds who come to harass the 

senses represent the vicious modes of living: they attempt to draw the mind away from 

the intelligibles into the world of seeming. But the virtuous way of life, represented in this 

allegory by Moses, rescues the senses and sends them back to their father, Mind, where 

he can exercise his critical and judicial function without being tempted by the vices. When 

the seven return, it is not to Jethro (“excess, vice”) but to Raguel in Exod 2:18, the mind 
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that is literally “shepherded by God”—that is, the Word. Members of this herd have all 

they need. The same message is signified succinctly in LXX Psalm 22:1 “the Lord 

shepherds me, and nothing will I lack.” (§§110–115) 

 

(b2) Having completed his proofs regarding the change of name from Jethro to Raguel, 

which took Exod 2:16–18a as a primary lemma, Philo now extends his allegory of the soul 

to include Raguel’s interchange with his daughters in Exod 2:18b–21. The mind wonders 

why the senses have hurried home so swiftly, when their wont is to delay for a long time 

among the perceptibles. The seven indicate that they have come home because they have 

somehow encountered a new kind of object, signified by Moses, who is called both “the 

human being” and “the Egyptian.” These titles represent the intelligibles (νοητά) and 

sense-perceptibles (αἰσθητά), respectively. The perceptive capacities, being as they are at 

the border of these two epistemological divisions, ought to be governed by both. Mind 

asks the seven to invite the intelligibles home, so that philosophical knowledge (Moses) 

might be wed with winged prophecy—the latter etymologically symbolized by Zipporah. 

(§§116–120) 

 

Detailed Comments 

(1) §103. oracles. χρησμοί is one of Philo’s favorite ways of referring to Jewish scripture. χρησμός 

never occurs in the LXX, and the related verb χρησμολογεῖν is found only once in Jer 45(38):4. 

Philo has borrowed the word from the discourse of Greco-Roman religion, where it is used by 

literary authors, including lyric (Pindar) and tragic (Aeschylus, Euripides) poets, historians 

(Herodotus), and philosophers (Plato, Plutarch), as well as in inscriptions (e.g. SIG 1044.49). The 

term might imply a variety of inspirational mechanics. For a discussion of the “legacy of Delphi” 

within Hellenistic Judaism and in Philo, see Levison 2009, 155–170. In Mut., the “oracles” appear 

almost as personified speakers, actively alternating Raguel’s name in light of God’s hidden 

allegorical intention. Presumably, they also convey the intention of Moses the lawgiver 

(νομοθέτης), who knows how to set names (cf. Plato, Crat. 388e–389a). 

father-in-law Philo uses the Greek word πενθερός. The OG, however, most likely 

referred to Raguel (in Exod 3:1, etc.) as γαμβρός. Philo’s reticence to refer to Raguel as Moses’ 

γαμβρός (pace the conjecture of Wendland and Mangey at Her. 44) is likely due to the fact that 

γαμβρός is an ambiguous term—applying to anyone related by marriage (see, e.g., Spec. leg. 

1.111, where γαμβροί and πενθεροί are used of sons-in-law and fathers-in-law, respectively). 

Symmachus uses πενθερός in his recension of Exodus, as does Josephus in Ant. 3.63. If Eusebius 

is faithful to his source, this may also have been the way Ezekiel Tragicus referred to Raguel in 

the Exagoge (fr. 7)—a probability strengthened by the fact that πενθερός is stock vocabulary in 

Sophocles and Euripides. As such, Philo is here likely reiterating popular Alexandrian Jewish 

tradition. 
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our archprophet. Moses is depicted as the first of a company of prophets. This designation 

for Moses is very rare in the Philonic corpus, and in Greek literature more broadly (it occurs only 

ten times in the TLG canon), being used by Philo only at §103 and §125 (in the last section of 

chapter five, on the names of Moses); and in Somn. 2.189—again in the context of Moses’ name 

“god to Pharaoh.” That these three occurrences happen in the last two extant treatises of the AC 

and in identical contexts suggests that ἀρχιπροφήτης is a relatively novel coinage. Philo’s use of 

this title may have an apologetic edge, meant to clarify the relative prophetic powers of Moses 

and Raguel. In some popular portraiture—particularly Ezekiel’s Exagoge (fr. 7)—Raguel is made 

to interpret a dream to Moses—much as Joseph interprets a dream to Pharaoh. Lest this popular 

scene be misunderstood, Philo insists: Moses is the archprophet and had no need for anyone to 

interpret his dreams for him. For more on Israel and Midian as two species “prophetic races,” 

united in intermarriage, see §110, 120. 

sometimes . . . other times. Shaw (2015, 36–39) suggests that Philo sometimes uses τότε 

μέν . . . τότε δέ in a technical sense, to report differing etymologies for the same name in the 

onomastica. Here, instead, as in the case of Jacob/Israel, Philo is interested in the fact that Moses’ 

father-in-law is called by several names by Scripture, and that unlike Abram/Abraham, there is 

not a unidirectional change, but a seemingly intentional alternation on Moses’ part, to signify 

different allegorical narratives. The exegesis of Exod 2:16–21 (§110–120) in the “proofs” will serve 

as a case in point. 

Jethro means “excessive.” The etymology construes the Hebrew name  ִֺיְתרו (and its 

alternative spelling ֶיֶתר in Exod 4:18) as cognate with the noun ֶיֶתר (“surplus”), meaning 

“excessive” (περισσός). We find the similar etymological pairs in several extant onomastica, 

including Ιεθερ | περισσός (P.Oxy. 2745, 15) and Ιωθωρ | περισσεία (Vat. OS 179, 17). That Philo 

here adopts the sigmatic spelling περισσός, rather than the Atticized spelling περιττός (which 

he uses subsequently in the same line, as if giving a double a gloss: μεταληφθεὶς γάρ ἔστι 

περισσός, περιττὸν...τῦφος), serves as evidence that he has relied upon an onomasticon—and 

hence, has not developed this and other etymologies from his own knowledge of Hebrew. For 

more details on Jethro in the onomastica, see Amir 1967; Rokeah 1968; Grabbe 1988, 168–169; and 

Shaw 2015, 38–39. 

covetous gain. Philo’s charge that Jethro “hallows” the immoderate acquisition of goods 

(πλεονεξία)—as well as the subsequent catena of charges found in §104—is deduced from a 

reading of Exod 18:1–12 with the etymologically derived preconception that Jethro symbolizes 

the “excessive” soul, unduly focused on material security. An exempli gratia paraphrase of Philo’s 

reading might run: Jethro did not wish to expose his family to the dangers of the Exodus. Only 

after God’s deliverance of Moses—and Moses’ significant increase of fame and wealth (see Exod 

18:1 “Jethro heard all that Israel had done for his people”; Exod 18:9 “Jethro was amazed by all the 

goods”; cf. Exod 12:26)—does Jethro believe that the God of Israel is greater than the other gods 

(Exod 18:11: νῦν ἔγνων...) and offer him sacrifices (Exod 18:12). 
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§104. self-appointed counselor. Philo’s description of Jethro as a self-appointed 

σύμβουλος to Moses echoes LXX Exod 18:19: νῦν οὖν ἄκουσόν μου, καὶ συμβουλεύσω σοι, καὶ 

ἔσται ὁ θεὸς μετὰ σοῦ. Jethro’s offer strikes Philo as the height of excessive conceit (cf. περιττὸν 

τῦφος, “excessively pompous”), since it asserts some connection between heeding Jethro’s 

counsel and God’s assistance. Compare, e.g., an earlier text like Exod 3:12 (ἔσομαι μετὰ σοῦ), 

where God has already promised to be “with” Moses apart from Jethro’s counsel.  

ought [not] teach thoroughly . . . the commands of God and the law. The allusion to Exod 

18:19 paves the way for a more extended allegory of Philo’s secondary biblical lemma: Exod 

18:19–26. Philo here cites a portion of 18:20: 

LXX Exodus 18:20a Philo, Mut. §104  

καἰ διαμαρτυρῇ αὐτοις τὰ προστάγματα 

τοῦ θεοῦ καὶ τὸν νόμον αὐτοῦ. 

τὰ προστάγματα  

τοῦ θεοῦ καὶ τὸν νόμον 

Philo appears to directly contradict the scriptural account. In contrast to the LXX, where Jethro 

bids Moses “bear witness to the commands of God and his law,” Philo’s Jethro bids just the 

opposite: that Moses ought not teach divine commands, but “human contract law.” In light of this 

apparent difficulty, Mangey (followed tentatively by Cohn-Wendland) transposes the negative 

from §104, 29 to §104, 30, such that the text now reads “that he ought to teach the commands of 

God…but not human contracts.” While this reading conforms to the LXX meaning, it directly 

subverts Philo’s allegory of Jethro as one who honors “human things before divine, customs over 

laws” (§104). Colson (Philo LCL, 5.194, note a) agrees, and suggests that: 

Philo apparently gets his interpretation by stopping short at v.17 of Ex. xviii, and 

ignoring the rest. Moses has said that he teaches the people “the ordinances of God 

and the law,” and Jethro replies οὐκ ὀρθῶς ποιεῖς. 

Colson’s solution is on the right track, but remains inadequate. Colson wrongly supposes that 

Philo’s quotation is from Exod 18:17 rather than Exod 18:20, ignoring the clear allusion to Exod 

18:19 in §104. Philo is treating the biblical lemma sequentially, and his focus here is on Exod 18:20. 

A closer look at Exod 18:17 and 18:20 together suggests that Philo might have followed a different 

train of thought. 

Gen 18:17 Συμβιβάζω αὐτοὺς τὰ προστάγματα τοῦ θεοῦ καὶ τὸν νόμον αὐτοῦ. 

Gen 18:20 Διαμαρτυρῇ αὐτοις τὰ προστάγματα τοῦ θεοῦ καὶ τὸν νόμον αὐτοῦ, 

καὶ σημανεῖς αὐτοῖς τὰς ὁδούς, ἐν αἷς πορεύσονται ἐν αὐταῖς, καὶ τὰ ἔργα, ἃ 

ποιήσουσιν. 

While Jethro does not directly contradict Moses’ practice in Exod 18:17, he suggests in Exod 18:20 

that Moses refocus his pedagogical attention on “ways and works”—a practical summary of the 

details of halakhah—rather than on the commands of God (such as the Decalogue) and the entire 
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Torah for its own sake. Moses might still bear witness (διαμαρτυρεῖσθαι) to the divine precepts 

and Torah, but he need not teach it as thoroughly (LXX: συμβιβάζειν; Philo: ἀναδιδάσκειν) as 

before. 

The great man obeys him. An allusion to Exod 18:24. Colson (Philo 5.195, note b) cannot 

imagine that Philo really means to say that Moses follows Jethro’s advice. Hence, he renders the 

phrase in the plural “the great ones of the earth.” It is worth noting that Philo never says that 

Jethro is speaking to Moses in his allegory, but to “the sage” and “the great one.” Moses 

symbolizes, then, the generic sage-in-formation who might be persuaded by a bad counsellor. 

That Philo himself often allegorizes Moses as a more perfect type of soul suggests (a) that Moses 

is a polyvalent sign in the Allegorical Commentary; and, given his high regard for Moses, (2) that 

Philo may not be the original composer of this particular allegoresis, but is rather its compiler. 

little concerns . . . great matters. A paraphrase of Exod 18:22 and 26, wherein Jethro 

distinguishes between τὸ ρῆμα τὸ ὑπέρογκον (“the weighty matter”) and τὰ βραχέα τῶν 

κριμάτων / τὸ ρῆμα τὸ ἐλαφρὸν (“the light matter”). It is curious that Philo’s paraphrases, τὰ 

μικρά and τά μεγάλα match the Hebrew adjectives ֺהקטן  ,(MT Exod 18:22) הדברֺהגדל and הדבר

whereas this LXX translation adds the nuance of “light and heavy” mirroring later rabbinic 

recognition of lighter and heavier cases (קלֺוחמר). Philo does not oppose distinguishing cases, only 

treating “lighter” ones with a lesser attention or seriousness. Cf. Matt 25:21; Luke 16:10; 19:17. 

§105. undergoes a change. Moses’ father-in-law’s change of name is understood by Philo 

as signifying a shift in the character of mind: from the excessive soul to the soul which is pastured 

by God. See note on §114. 

abandons the flocks. Instead of “flocks,” the codices read σχημάτων “forms” or 

“characters.” μεταβάς ἀπὸ τῶν σχημάτων might suggest that Philo thinks of the father-mind 

undergoing a change of form or manner, although the syntax is awkward and does not work well 

with the subsequent relative clause. Mangey suggests θρεμμάτων on the basis of the appearance 

of the same word in §105, 5–6. This makes some sense, considering that the verb ἡνιοχεῖν refers 

to human governance of animals (albeit, more properly of horses). 

to lead. Lit. “to hold the reins” (ἡνιοχεῖν). See Plato, Phaedr. 246b2, 253e1—the verb only 

occurs in these two Platonic loci. The metaphor, more appropriate the equestrian than the 

shepherd, anticipates the forthcoming Phaedran allegory of the soul in the “proofs” (§§106–120), 

in which Jethro/Raguel will symbolize νοῦς.  

seeks again. Philo’s participle ἀναζητήσας (“re-seeking”) is similar in form to the Platonic 

notion of ἀνάμνησις (“recollection”), which Philo applies to the soul’s recovery of virtue in the 

immediately preceding pericope on the names Ephraim and Manasseh (§§99–102). This Platonic 

epistemological compound has inspired a number of Philonic spin-offs: for example, one thinks 

of Philo binary of ἀνεύρεσις (“re-finding”) as distinct from εὕρεσις (“finding”) in Deus 86. For 
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Philo as a creative wordsmith, see Pura Nieto Hernández, “Philo and Greek Poetry,” SPhiloA 26 

(2014): 135–149. 

member [of the divine herd]. Greek, μέρος—a technical term in Platonism for a soul’s 

ontologically connection to a particular heavenly being or deity (see, e.g., the phrase μερικαὶ 

ψυχαί infra in Proclus).  

Herdsman. According to the Suda, merely ὁ τῆς ἀγέλης τῶν βοῶν ἄρχων, in the 

Pythagorean and Platonist traditions, the term ἀγελάρχης comes to metaphorically designate a 

being charged with psychic leadership. See, e.g., Ps.-Hippodamus, Resp. 101, 11 (3rd BCE–2nd CE), 

on the importance of psychic νομοθέται καὶ . . . ἀγελάρχαι for human ethical perfection; and 

later, Proclus, In Tim. 3.265, where (in a comment on Plato, Tim. 42d) the younger deities are said 

to be ἀγελάρχαι of souls belonging to their portion of the cosmos (μερικαὶ ψυχαί). Philo uses the 

term in both its literal (Mos. 1.63) and metaphorical sense. Here, God (or more properly, the divine 

Logos [see §116]) is envisioned as a shepherd of souls. 

shepherding of God. Philo’s etymology of Raguel supposes that the Hebrew ְרעּוֵאל is 

derived from the Hebrew root רע״ (“to shepherd/pasture”) rather than the identical root meaning 

“friend” (ֵֺע  Philo takes God as a subjective genitive—and hence views Raguel as “shepherded .(ר 

by God.” This may be the sense intended by the composer of the onomasticon, since the šureq (ּו) 

in ְרעּוֵאל suggests a resolution into ָרעּויֵֺאל, the G-stem passive participle (ָרעּוי) + subject (ֵאל). This 

passive sense also fits Philo’s allegory of Raguel as the mind which is pastured by God, as 

confirmed by LXX Ps 22:1 "the Lord shepherds me (quoted infra by Philo in §115 as a tertiary 

biblical lemma). The alternative etymology, amicus Dei (“friend of God”), is known to Jerome and 

possibly to Philo as an additional entry in his onomasticon. If it was, Philo may have opted for 

“shepherding (ποιμασία) of God” both because it fits the literal context of the Jethro narrative 

and because, in his preferred allegorical system, it is Moses (not Raguel) who primarily deserves 

the title "friend of God" (see. Her. 21).  

(2a) §106. summary . . . proofs. Philo divides this section into a summary (κεφάλαιον) of the 

allegory in §§103–105, followed by more detailed proofs (πίστεις) in §§106–120. The proofs can 

be subdivided into three sections (see General Comment above). Aristotle (Rhet. 1.2.2) first 

introduced “proofs” as a central part of a composition, and he is followed, in the Latin tradition, 

by Quintilian (Inst. 5.1.1), who makes probatio(nes) the sine qua non of a forensic speech. The 

coordination of “summary” and “proofs” as a technical pair occurs in Greek rhetorical theorists 

contemporaneous with Philo. Dionysus of Halicarnassus (Is. 14), for instance, speaks of multiple 

κεφάλαια, each of which is divisible into a number of πίστεις; and a spurious text ([Rhet.] 10.6) 

attributed to him suggests that proofs be creatively reintroduced according to the exigencies of 

the rhetorical context, even if this diverges from the order in which they were presented in the 

summary. Philo’s explicit use of rhetorical vocabulary reinforces the impression that the section 

has both rhetorical and exegetical structuring principles. In this regard, it is worth noting that 

Quintilian (Inst. 5.7.35) has a special section on how to use oracula and other sacred texts as 

proofs—the Latin equivalent for χρησμοί, which Philo uses to describe his scriptural witnesses 
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(see §103 supra). Because Philo has already offered an etymological allegory of “Jethro” in the 

summary, his proofs are focused on the biblical text supporting his etymology for Raguel 

(“shepherding of God”), but also creatively tackle some additional content from the secondary 

biblical lemma.  

an attendant. θεραπευτής is clearly an interpretive paraphrase of the LXX ἱερεύς. Philo 

also uses the Greek word θεραπευτής to describe the famous Jewish contemplatives who lived 

on the shores of Lake Mareotis (see Philo, On the Contemplative Life), but here, it probably has the 

more general sense of an attendant of a shrine or holy place. It is striking that Philo describes 

Raguel in such humble terms. In popular portraiture, he was prophet, priest, and king (see 

Ezekiel, Exagoge, frr. 4 and 7)—roles which Philo wished to attribute primarily or solely to Moses.  

appellation. In §§106–115, Philo offers a sequential and selective exegesis of Exod 2:16–

2:18a. He presents two etymological allegories of the geographic “Midian,” which he takes as a 

title or appellation (προσηγορία) of the priest. Philo uses προσηγορία only here in the Allegorical 

Commentary, preferring the compound πρόσρησις, which he uses six times in Mut. (12, 15, *59, 

83, 88) to designate proper names—both God’s lack of a proper name, and those new names 

which God gives to those on the road of spiritual progress. It is curious that “Midian” receives 

such an extended analysis, since this title was not listed as one of the priest’s names in the 

summary. Philo may have used an exegetical tradition here, which he has not brought into full 

conformity with his overall analysis. 

Midian . . . means “from judgment.” Despite the fact that Midian is a Canaanite 

ethnographic, Philo’s onomasticon offers a Hebrew etymology: =ִֺמְדָיֺןֺ ִדיֺן ִמ]ןֺ[ , lit. “from judgment.” 

There is a slight discrepancy in the Greek text, with A (and CW) reading ἐκ κρίσεως and B 

reading ἐκκρίσεως (“separation”). The reading of A is to be preferred since it can explain both of 

the following meanings of “Midian,” whereas B matches only the first interpretation in §106. The 

scribe was likely influenced by the presence of the compound so close at hand. 

This signifies two things. The offering of multiple opinions on a given scriptural question 

is a hallmark of Philo’s anthological exegesis, particularly in the Quaestiones et Solutiones, as well 

as of the Homeric, Platonic, and Rabbinic commentaries more generally. His second 

interpretation of “Midian” begins at §110. Earlier in the allegorical commentary, Midian has a 

negative connotation, being called the “nurse of bodily things” (see Conf. 55). Philo uses 

etymology as a way to derive a positive, noetic identity for Midian in the context of the present 

allegory. 

“separation” and “setting apart.” Philo’s first etymology understands “Midian” to mean 

acts of separation (ἔκκρισις) and setting apart (ἀπόκρισις) in a number of semantic fields. 

holy contests. One kind of separation is that practiced by judges in athletic contests. Here, 

the “holy contests” probably allude to pagan games, which might have taken place on a variety 

of occasions, ranging from funerals to the four great Panhellenic festivals (Olympia, Isthmia, 
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Delphi, and Nemea). Such games had a sacral as well as civic character. Philo often likens the life 

of virtue to the contest of an athlete, and this example from the games likely motivates the ethical 

allegory which follows in §§107–108. 

§107. unholy rites of Beelphagor. To illustrate the meaning of the first etymology of 

Midian as “separation and setting apart” in terms of the allegory of the soul, Philo offers an 

extended interpretation of a tertiary lemma: Num 25:3–13. He begins here with an allusion to 

Num 25:3, which speaks of Israel’s conflict with the Midianites who worshipped the pagan god 

Beelphagor (Baal of Pe‘or). The transition to this tertiary lemma appears, at first blush, to be 

thematic. In fact, it is lexical: both Raguel and Phineas are priests (Exod 2:16; Num 25:7, 11) and 

the unholy initiates are, paradoxically, Midianites (Num 25:6, 14–15; cf. Num 31:1–3, 49). For the 

“Midianite” connection between secondary and tertiary lemma, see the note on §109 below. 

All their bodily orifices. The Greek word for “orifices” (στόμια) echoes the forthcoming 

etymology of Beelphagor as “upper mouth of skin” (στόμα). Openings in general for Philo 

typically symbolize the mechanics of the senses or sense perception; see, e.g., Mig. 188. 

sensuous waves. Plato in the Phaedr. 255c speaks of a stream or wave (ῥεῦμα) of ethereal 

desire (ἵμερος) which flows between the eyes of a lover and beloved (allegorizing the Zeus and 

Ganymede story) and assists the ascent of the soul. While Philo can also speak of ἵμερος 

positively, here, the sensuous influxes disrupt the upward journey of the νοῦς and pull it down 

into the depths. 

Beelphagor means “upper mouth of skin.” Philo’s onomasticon etymology, ἀνωτέρω 

στόμα δέρματος, divides the Hebrew name into three components: ר לֶֺפהֺעו  (עַּ  ,See Grabbe 1988 .)בַּ

141–142. Colson (Philo 5.196–197, note c) indicates that “ἀνωτέρω suggests that in this case the 

body has usurped the superiority which belongs to the mind.” 

governing mind. An allusion to the mind’s role in governing and guiding the tripartite 

soul—particularly its appetitive and spirited divisions (see Plato, Phaedr. 252e3; and Leg. 2.6, 

where mind is presented as τὸ ἡγεμονικὸν τῆς ψυχῆς; Dillon 1996, 174). 

§108. Peaceful, piercing . . . priest. Philo continues the allegorical interpretation of his 

tertiary lemma with an allusion to Num 25:12–13. God grants Phineas his “covenant of peace” in 

return for his violent but holy zeal. The adjective “piercing” is more difficult to derive from the 

scriptural account. Colson (Philo 5.192, note d) considers this “a strange use of τρανός. No 

satisfactory emendation is suggested.” It seems to indicate the brightness of the reason 

symbolized by Phineas. I have rendered it “piercing” to capture both Phineas’s “brightness” or 

“sharpness” at the allegorical level, as well as his literal impaling of the Israelite and Midianite 

woman caught in flagrante. 

Phineas. Philo gives no explicit etymology of Phineas’s name in this passage, but the 

ensuing allegory depends on understanding the name Phineas as “muzzle of the mouth” (Post. 

182; στόματος φιμός; Heb. ֶֺםפ ָֺחסַּ ה ). See Grabbe 1988, 214. Just as Beelphagor etymologically 
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represents the unbridled “mouth” (supra §107)—that is, the sense perceptions given free rein over 

the mind—so Phineas represents the antithetical disposition: the muzzling or bridling of that 

same “mouth” and its proper subjugation to reason.  

lance . . . the swift and sharpened reason. Continuing his allegory of Phineas, Philo alludes 

to the priest’s lance (σειρομάστης) and the narrative of the surrounding events in Num 25:7–8. 

Although his allusions to the lemma are not sequential (Num 25:3; 12–13, 7–8), he still follows the 

flow of the biblical narrative. The image of human reason (λόγος) as a “sharpened and swift” 

(ἠκονημένον καὶ ὀξὺν) weapon used to excise the passions (cf. Cher. 31, where human reason is 

similarly likened to a μάχαιρα) mirrors the role of the divine Logos as “cutter” (τομεύς; Her. 133; 

Dillon 1996, 160). These ideas are echoed in the Epistle to the Hebrews (4:12), in which the Word 

(λόγος) of God is presented as “active and sharper than every sword” (ἐνεργὴς καὶ τομώτερος 

ὑπὲρ πᾶσαν μάχαιραν) toward the end of judging the thoughts of the heart.  

§109. against such as these [Midianites]. To further illustrate the symbolic war between 

reason and the passions, Philo now quotes Num 31:49. He thus extends his allegoresis of Num 

25:3–13 to embrace the larger narrative cycle of Israel’s ongoing warfare with the Midianites. It 

can be no accident that Philo has woven together the narrative of Raguel, the discerning priest of 

Midian, with the narrative of Phineas, the priest who “separates” the female, Midianite 

“passions” from the visionary mind, symbolized by the Israelites. These secondary (Exodus 2) 

and tertiary lemmas (Numbers 25, 31) are linked lexically through the words “priest” and 

“Midian,” and symbolically through the common roles played by Raguel and Phineas. Philo’s 

reluctance to name Phineas’s and Israel’s enemies as “Midianites” is an intentional, allegorical 

“blanc” or “silence” (Cazeaux 1983, 1), required by the secondary lemma. Were Philo to draw 

attention to this, it would cause problems for his correlation of (2o-level) the priest of Midian as 

discriminating reason and (3o-level) the priest of Israel who fights Midianites, as well as for his 

subsequent allegory (§111–120), in which Moses himself takes a Midianite wife (!). In other 

contexts, Philo explicitly renders Midian as a negative symbol (see, e.g., Conf. 55). Despite 

Phineas’s sterilizing the womb of the passions, the unspoken analogies between Exod 2:16–21 

and Num 12:3–13 remain pregnant. 

Israel, the seeing race.  Israel is etymologically understood as the class of people who are 

capable of “seeing God” (comprised of the components  לרֺאֵֺּוׁש or ִֺלהֺאֵֺאָָֺרֺֺ[יׁש]א ; Gk. ὁρῶν τὸν θεὸν). 

In addition to §81, see Leg. 3.212, Post. 92, Deus 144. See Grabbe 1988, 172–173.  

(2b1) §110. the other meaning. Philo turns now to his second symbolic interpretation of the 

etymology of “Midian,” which he expounds by way of an elaborate allegoresis of the remainder 

of his secondary lemma, Exod 2:16–21. It bears mentioning that both the allegory of Phineas and 

the allegory of Jethro/Raguel share a common concern with the mind’s proper governance of 

sense-perception. 

form of judging and justice. Whereas the first interpretation of “Midian” focused on the 

disjunctive, discriminatory, and ultimately purgative aspect of the etymology (מִֺן; ἔκ-κρισις, ἀπό-
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κρισις), the second etymological significance emphasizes the priest’s role as symbol of and 

capacity for judgement and justice ( יןדִֺ ; κρίσις, δίκη) more generally. Colson renders εἶδος not as 

“form” but as “type,” and at its most basic, the word signifies a role or function. As both Israel 

and Midian are both finally related to the prophetic γένος (see the notes on §110 and esp. §120), 

it is also possible that εἶδος has taxonomical overtones, referring to the “discerning and judging 

species/aspect”—symbolized by the priest of Midian—that is incorporated into the prophetic 

“genus” (Moses) through intermarriage.  

which . . . is appropriated to the prophetic race [of Moses] through intermarriage. The 

judging and judicial type/species is here distinguished from the truly prophetic race (pace Ezekiel, 

fr. 7). His “appropriation” happens only through the intermarriage of his daughter (Zipporah) 

with Moses, the “archprophet” (§103), who signifies the prophetic race. Philo’s allegory of Raguel 

and his seven daughters is in fact framed by a ring composition (§110, §120), and the mention of 

“the prophetic race” and Moses’ marriage to Zipporah recur in §120. There is an apparent 

inconsistency, however, in Philo’s allegorical equivalents. In §110, Moses signifies “the prophetic 

race”; the priest of justice—that is, the judging and just “type”—must be grafted into the 

prophetic race through the intermarriage of his daughter. In §120, by contrast, Raguel suggests 

that Zipporah is the “prophetic race” who stands to gain by marrying Moses—who himself has 

come to signify both (a) the virtuous way (τρόπος) of life (§114) and (b) the intelligible world 

(§118). This discrepancy may point to Philo’s use of a traditional source for the allegory of 

Jethro/Raguel and his daughters. 

“The priest . . . had seven daughters.” In the course of the subsequent allegoresis, Philo 

will quote and allude to an extended pericope from Exodus sequentially and selectively. Philo 

only uses only one citation formula (φήσιν) in §110, so it is difficult to distinguish exactly between 

quotations and verbal allusions. The following chart sets Philo’s major references to his secondary 

lemma in parallel columns with the Göttingen LXX text. Philo remains very faithful to the text, 

changing some of the verbs from the aorist to the present to relate the repeatable allegorical action 

of the sending and returning of the senses. The allegory involves the coordination of four 

etymologies: Jethro, Raguel, Moses, and Zipporah, as well as their symbolic actions in the 

narrative, making this one of Philo’s most impressive and detailed in the treatise. The whole 

purports (however imperfectly) to illustrate a fifth etymology: “Midian” as the mind in its work 

of “judgment” (krisis) and “justice” (dikē). 

LXX Exodus 2:16–21 Philo, Mut. 110–120  
16 τῷ δὲ ἱερεῖ Μαδιὰν ἦσαν ἑπτὰ θυγατέρες 

ποιμαίνουσαι τὰ πρόβατα τοῦ πατρὸς 

αὐτῶν [Ιοθόρ]· παραγενόμεναι δὲ ἤντλουν 

ἕως ἔπλησαν τὰς δεξαμενὰς ποτίσαι τὰ 

πρόβατα τοῦ πατρὸς αὐτῶν. 17 

παραγενόμενοι δὲ οἱ ποιμένες ἐξέβαλον 

αὐτάς· ἀναστὰς Μωυσῆς ἐρρύσατο αὐτὰς, 

110 τῷ   ἱερεῖ (Μαδιὰμ) ἦσαν ἑπτὰ θυγατέρες 

ποιμαίνουσαι τὰ πρόβατα τοῦ πατρὸς 
       111 παραγενόμεναι   ἀντλοῦσι     

ἕως ἂν πληρώσωσι τὰς δεξαμενὰς ποτίσαι 

τὰ πρόβατα τοῦ πατρὸς 

      112 παραγενόμενοι δ’                ἔλαυνουσιν 

αὐτὰς· 113 ἀναστὰς Μωυσῆς ῥύσεται αὐτὰς 
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καὶ ἤντλησεν αὐταῖς καὶ ἀπότισεν τὰ 

πρόβατα αὐτῶν. 18 παραγένοντο δὲ πρὸς 

Ῥαγουήλ τὸν πατέρα αὐτων· ὁ δὲ εἶπεν 

αὐταῖς Τί ὅτι ἐταχύνατε τοῦ παραγενέσθαι 

σήμερον; 19 αἱ δὲ εἶπαν Ἄνθρωπος 

Αἰγύπτιος ἐρρύσατο ἡμᾶς απὸ τῶν 

ποιμένων, καὶ ἤντλησεν ἡμῖν καὶ ἐπότισεν 

τὰ πρόβατα. 20 ὁ δὲ εἶπεν ταῖς θυγατράσιν 

αὐτοῦ Καὶ ποῦ ἐστιν; καὶ ἵνα τί οὕτως 

καταλελοίπατε τὸν ἄνθρωπον; Καλέσατε 

οὖν αὺτόν, ὅπως φάγῃ ἄρτον. 21 κατῳκίσθη 

δὲ Μωυσῆς παρὰ τῷ ἀνθρώπῳ, καὶ ἐξέδοτο 

Σεπφώραν τὴν θυγατέρα αὐτοῦ Μωυσῇ 

γυναίκα. 

                                                 ποτίμοις (λόγοις) 

                                                                   114 πρὸς 

Ῥαγουήλ ἀφικνοῦνται 
116 διὰ τί μετὰ πολλοῦ τάχους ἀφῖχθε 

                                             117–118 Ἄνθρωπος 

Αἰγύπτιος [ῥυσάμενος] 

 

 

          119 ποῦ ἐστιν   ἵνα τί           οὕτω 

καταλελοίπατε 

      120 αὺτόν [καλέσατε], ὅπως ἂν φάγῃ 

 

Σεπφώραν 

[The priest] of judgment and justice. Philo seamlessly interweaves his quotation of Exod 

2:16 with the etymological interpretation of “Midian” as “judgement and justice.” 

[seven] powers of the irrational nature. The priest’s seven daughters are allegorized as 

seven powers—a number which causes Philo to cobble together the five (passive) senses 

belonging to the irrational (τοῦ ἀλόγου) part of the soul, along with the capacities of speech and 

procreation. This allegoresis is clearly driven by textual necessity and neo-Pythagorean 

numerology, but Philo does suggest earlier in the Allegorical Commentary that the irrational part 

of human beings involves more than merely the powers of the five senses (e.g. Leg. 2.6: τὸ δὲ 

ἄλογον αἴσθησίς ἐστιν καὶ τὰ ταύτης ἔκγονα πάθη). The divine Logos is similarly said to 

resolve into various numbers of powers, depending on which biblical text is being interpreted by 

Philo (see Goodenough 1935, 24–29)—although the Logos (it stands to reason) has nothing truly 

analogous to human irrational powers. 

§111. Their father, mind. The father of the seven daughters is here allegorically identified 

with νοῦς—the rational complement to the ἄλογον. This bipartite division of the human soul 

echoes Philo’s anthropological allegory of the molded “earthly” human (Gen 2:7) in Leg. 2.5–6. It 

is important that Philo has not yet named this father-mind; he will reserve the etymology for his 

exegesis of Exod 2:17 (§114), in which both of the father’s names—and the significance of their 

alternation—can be revealed with the fullest rhetorical force. 

impressions. Philo here, as is his wont, uses terms drawn from Stoic epistemology, in this 

case, “impressions” (καταλήψεις). See further Dillon 1996, 145. 

these powers “draw up.” Here, the sense perceptions are portrayed as actively drawing 

up their appropriate objects. This complements the “passive” character of αἴσθησις (and the 

active character of νοῦς) presented in Leg. 2.38–39 (ἐν δὲ τῷ πάσχειν γυναικὸς τρόπον ἡ 

αἴσθησις ἐξετάζεται . . . . ἡ ὄψις πάσχει ὑπὸ τῶν κινούντων αὐτὸν ὁρατῶν.). In the allegory of 

the seven daughters, moreover, it is mind that is passive (“in a certain manner” [τρόπον τινά]), 
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waiting for the senses to bring back impressions. Philo’s attention to the biblical text motivates 

different understandings of psychic actions and relations. 

reservoirs of the soul. English syntax cannot capture how Philo subtly inserts “the soul” 

in attributive position between the biblical article and its noun: τὰς τῆς ψυχῆς δεξαμενάς. 

flock of reasoning. Philo identifies the sheep not as reason (λόγος), but the activity of 

reasoning (λογισμός). It is curious that this process can occur in the absence of their father (νοῦς), 

but their separation seems to happen primarily at the literal level of the narrative and need not 

disturb the coherence of the psychic allegory being developed. 

§112. stand near. Philo echoes verbatim in his allegorical paraphrase the participles from 

Exod 2:16 and 2:17: παραγενόμεναι (f.) and παραγενόμενοι (m.). The repetition of this verb in 

Exod 2:16, 17, and 18 (παραγένοντο), undoubtedly suggested to ancient allegorists the 

significance of these various movements. 

rulers of the wicked herd. The pseudo-shepherds have no flock of their own, but attempt 

to meddle in the reasoning process overseen by the seven daughters. Although both the 

daughters and these “rulers” are literally shepherds, they symbolize very different kinds of things 

on the allegorical plane. The “rulers” true figurative counterpart is Moses. Just as Moses will 

symbolize the “virtue-loving manner (τρόπος)” (§113), so these shepherds represent a way of life 

that is essential vicious and carries out reasoning by irrationally following the φαινόμενα. 

away from their natural uses. For Philo, αἴσθησις when rightly governed by νοῦς is a 

useful and in fact necessary component in virtuous living for the molded man; as such, sense-

perception is truly a “helper” (βοηθός; Leg. 2.8–9). When sense perception attempts to play a 

more dominant role in the reasoning process, it leads the molded human being to the vicious acts 

contrary to their “natural use,” τῆς κατὰ φύσιν χρήσεως. See the similar conceptuality of vice in 

Rom 1:26, where Paul speaks of people who exchange τὴν φύσικὴν χρῆσιν for τὴν παρὰ φύσιν 

[χρῆσιν]. 

the mind as judge and king. This phrase echoes the second etymology of Midian: the 

priest-father-reason, in his role of judging rightly (κρίσις) and administering justice (δίκη). In 

Exod 2:16, Jethro/Raguel is merely a “priest.” Perhaps under the influence of the narrative in 

Exodus 18, his role seems to have been expanded in the Second Temple period. Alexandrian Jews 

would have known the popular presentation of Raguel by Ezekiel the Tragedian (see fr. 4) as the 

“king” and “commander” (τύρρανος, στρατηλάτης) who “rules” and “judges” (ἄρχει, κρίνει) 

people from many nations in Midian. In addition to harmonizing Exodus 2 and 18, Jethro’s 

identity as judge may have arisen from popular etymologizing tradition that connected Midian 

and judgment, akin to the one that Philo employs. 

§113. draw the mind out. The translation, drawing the mind “out” (ἔξω), follows 

Mangey’s emendation of ἐξόν (“it being possible”—perhaps an accusative absolute? [Smyth 

§2059]). Mangey ingeniously suggests ἔξω as the inverse of εἴσω in §112 (“lead the sense-
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perceptibles in”). Philo’s natural-unnatural binary (see §112) is now given spatial expression. 

Reasoning ought to take place when sense-perceptible data is brought “within” the soul to be 

masticated (to keep with the allegory of the sheep). Vice aims at the inverse: to draw the mind 

“out” of itself and into the realm of seeming, where it is easily confused and alienated. The middle 

verb ἐπισπᾶσθαι, “to draw for one’s own purposes” represents the shepherds’ vicious inversion 

of the proper task of the senses: to draw (ἀντλεῖν) impressions “within” the soul to be processed 

by the mind. 

hand it over . . . to the impressions.  The text here is corrupt, and no emendation is entirely 

satisfactory. This locus serves as a reminder of the paucity of textual witnesses to Mut. and the 

guesswork involved in trying to read it. Colson’s noble attempt to render the text as it stands 

(Philo, 5.200, note a) seems forced. The translation here follows the conjecture(s) of Cohn and 

Wendland (ἀγώγιμον παραδιδόναι τοῖς φαινομένοις [Cohn: πρὸς τὰ φαινόμενα]), which 

makes good sense and requires only minor alterations, although one cannot see why a scribe 

would have made these particular mistakes. Mangey’s intriguing suggestion that φαινόμενα is 

a scribal mishearing of ποιμαινόμενα—a theory defended by Colson (Philo, 5.589–590), although 

not included in his translation—does merit serious consideration. The homeoteleuton of both 

words (-αινόμενα) and the similarity of the initial sounds (ποιμ-, φ-, both bilabial consonants) 

make it plausible that a scribe misheard the rarer participle “shepherded animals” for the more 

common classical philosophical term, “appearances.” Once the mistake was made, it stayed 

because the allegory is in fact about the mind and the senses. If Mangey’s emendation is correct, 

then the sense is that the shepherds “hand over/betray the sheep [= reasoning process]” to their 

own vicious manner. 

The inspired and virtue-loving manner. Colson (Philo 5.201) erroneously renders this 

phrase “the mind who loves virtue and is inspired by God.” Notwithstanding the lexical 

consideration that there is no reason to render τρόπος as “mind,” Colson’s translation also 

introduces confusion into the extended allegory. “Mind” is consistently identified with the father 

of the seven daughters (§111, §112, §116). If Moses becomes “mind” in §113, it destroys the 

integrity of Philo’s intricate allegorical structure. It is better then, as mentioned supra, to consider 

Moses and the shepherds as opposing “manners” or ways of life, which safeguard and threaten 

(respectively) the natural cooperation of mind and sense perception, the rational and irrational 

components in the molded human person. The fact that Moses is a singular “manner” and the 

shepherds are implicitly plural “manners” maps well onto Philo’s ethics in the Allegorical 

Commentary, in which virtue is typologically singular and vice is typologically plural (see Leg. 

1.101–104, esp. 103: εἰς ἀρετῆς ἀνάληψιν τε καὶ χρῆσιν ἑνὸς μόνου δεῖ τοῦ λογισμοῦ). 

whose name is Moses. Philo uses the phrase “whose name is X” (ὄνομα X, without the 

copula, where X = proper name) only twice in Mut.—both times in this allegory of Raguel and his 

daughters. He uses it of Moses in part one (b1: §§110–115) and of Zipporah in part two (b2: §§116–

120). Not only does this contribute to the balance of the two halves of the exegesis, but it highlights 

the importance of the symbolic marriage between Moses and Zipporah (rational virtue and 
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irrational prophecy, respectively). It appears to be a symbolic formula, which is partially 

etymological in Zipporah’s case (see §120 infra). This raises the question of whether there is also 

an etymological component in Philo’s identification of Moses as the “inspired and virtue-loving 

manner.” Philo’s major (Hebrew) etymology of Moses’ name in Mut. comes in §126. Philo also 

offers an Egyptian etymology in Mos. 1.17. These are the only two etymologies of Moses listed by 

Grabbe (1988, 188–189), who concludes: “Philo clearly differs from the LXX [Exod 2:10] in both 

Mut and Vita Moses [sic] and cannot have relied on it as his source.” If there is an etymological 

component to this “minor etymology” of Moses in §113, LXX Exod 2:10 may provide an indirect 

key. There, it is reported that the Pharaoh’s daughter ἐπωνόμαζεν δὲ τὸ ὄνομα αὐτοῦ Μωυσῆν 

λέγοῦσα Ἐκ τοῦ ὕδατος αὐτὸν ἀνειλόμην. Looking at this text, Philo or his anonymous 

colleague might have concluded (correctly) that Moses’ name is etymologically connected to 

verbs used for “drawing” water ( ָׁשהמָֺ ). Seeing that the seven daughters of Raguel (non-Israelite 

women) were also “drawing water after a certain manner” (§111: ἀντλοῦσι τρόπον τινά; cf. Exod 

2:16), which left them susceptible to attack by the shepherds; and noting that Moses not only 

scattered those shepherds and their perverse “drawing” (§113: ἐπισπᾶσθαι), but took up the task 

of drawing water on the daughters behalf (Exod 2:17), the ancient exegete concluded that Moses 

etymologically represents an alternative τρόπος [ἀντλήσεως] (§113 “manner of drawing”). The 

divine inspiration and virtuous power of this manner of engagement with the sense-perceptibles 

rendered it a safeguard for the senses and protection from further assaults of vice. Of this 

hypothetical third etymology of Moses, τρόπος [ἀντλήσεως], only τρόπος was maintained by 

Philo in his allegory. That Moses is a “manner of drawing” on the objects of perception, however, 

remains just below the surface of the allegory. 

The water of reason. Or “thirst-sating words.” As opposed to the vicious modes of 

reasoning promoted by the shepherds, Moses represents the τρόπος which water’s the flock on 

the intelligible objects. Cf. §118. Philo, in his role as poetic wordwright (see note on §105), fashions 

the adjective πότιμος in echo of the biblical ἐπότισεν. 

§114. those who are zealous for tangible goods alone. Lit. “for things hung round” 

(περίαπτα). According to Colson (Philo 5.201, note b), the noun may have both metaphorical-

ethical (as here; cf. Aristotle, Eth. nic. 10.8) and literal (as §199: “garments” or “wraps,” set in 

apposition to περικαλύμματα) connotations. Here, both significances are felt. Those concerned 

with externals (the sense-perceptible phenomena) are, as it were, living “outside” the mind, with 

a primary concern for the body and pleasure which enclose the seat of reason. 

as in a tragedy. Philo now extends the literal significance of περίαπτα (“externalities”) to 

apply to theatrical masks and costumes (cf. §199; Colson, Philo 5.201 note b). Those concerned 

with the externalities are “hypocrites,” engaged only with surface appearances and the pleasure 

of sense perception. Philo does not always use “tragedy” in this negative sense. Critically, in Leg. 

75, Philo can speak of a kind of neutral, necessary pleasure received by the mind’s intercourse 

with the senses as they hear words and music on the tragic and comedic stage—a possibility he 

seems also to defend in §220. In §114 and §199 (as in Post. 165), to the contrary, Philo’s considers 
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the pleasure engendered by actors and the stage as leading to vice. His criticism is reminiscent of 

Plato’s banishment of poetry and actors from the Republic. Philo’s mind may turn to the theatrical 

analogy in this particular instance because this same biblical narrative—the plight of Raguel’s 

daughters, their return to their father, and Zipporah’s marriage to Moses—was staged in the 

Alexandrian theatre by Ezekiel Tragicus in his Exagoge (frr. 3, 4, and 5). The play included a chorus 

of Raguel’s seven daughters. For Philo’s knowledge of the Exagoge, see Sterling 2014. Philo’s 

presentation of an extended allegory of this scene likely derives from its popular and homiletic 

prestige. His critique of the theatre likely also betrays a pedagogical worry: those who simply 

attend to the life of Moses for entertainment and enjoyment pay attention only to the περίαπτα. 

This is insufficient for the life of virtue. To really understand the philosophy of Moses, one must 

attend instead to the ὑπόνοια, the allegorical significance of the story which is lost on the masses. 

come no more to Jethro, but to Raguel. In this climactic passage, Philo reveals both of the 

father-mind’s names; Jethro (Exod 2:16) and Raguel (Exod 2:18). In the κεφάλαιον, Philo 

etymologized these names as “excess” (§103: περισσός) and “shepherding of God” (§105: 

ποιμασία θεοῦ), respectively. These identities are now applied to two kinds of mind within the 

allegorical narrative. The mention of Jethro here requires that Philo’s version of the LXX Exod 

2:16 read τοῦ πατρὸς αὐτῶν Ἰοθόρ (the Göttingen edition omits the proper name from its eclectic 

text)—following the Alexandrian version attested in Codex Alexandrinus and Cyril of 

Alexandria. The allegorical movement of the daughters from the “sheep of their father Jethro” in 

Exod 2:16 to “their father Raguel” in Exod 2:18 thus depends on the Alexandrian text type for the 

presence of a “change of name.”  

they have left behind. The verb here echoes Raguel’s scriptural question to the daughters 

in Exodus 2:20, inquiring about his daughters’ abandonment of Moses (καὶ ἵνα τί οὕτως 

καταλελοίπατε τὸν ἄνθρωπον;). Philo uses the verb, instead, to indicate the daughters’ 

abandonment of (and “flight” from) the shepherds, who had distracted their reasoning process, 

and their swift return to Raguel—νοῦς shepherded by the divine Logos. That Moses and the 

shepherds can both be objects of abandonment by the senses suggests that they are the same 

“category” of thing (namely τρόποι) in Philo’s allegoresis. 

the holy herd. Whereas in the κεφάλαιον, it is the father who abandons his role as 

δοκησίσοφος to “rejoin the divine herd” (§105: τὴν θείαν ἀγέλην), here in the proofs, the 

allegory is broadened to include the full cast of scriptural characters. The sophists, it would seem, 

are played in part by the shepherds (as sensuous actors who disturb the reasoning process), 

whereas it is the daughter-senses rather than the father-mind who explicitly rejoins the “holy 

herd” (§114: τῆς ἱερᾶς ἀγέλης). 

Divine Word. The “god” referred to in the etymology of Raguel (ποιμασία θεοῦ) is 

understood as the divine Logos. This aligns with Philo’s typical allegoresis, where the arthrous 

title (ὁ θεός) points catachrestically to the ineffable and transcendent Existence (see §§13–14), and 

the anarthrous title (θεός) points to the “second God,” the Logos.  
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Raguel means “shepherding of God.” i.e. “shepherded by God” (per the Hebrew 

etymology/onomasticon). Cf. §105 above. 

§115. the hymns. Although Philo can use the plural term ὕμνοι to refer to various 

collections of biblical poetry (see, e.g., Leg. 3.26 [Genesis 49]; Agr. 79–83 [Exodus 15), the exact 

phrase that Philo uses here, ἐν ὕμνοις, is a technical formula to introduce quotations from the 

Psalms. The phrase as a citation formula appears only in the Allegorical Commentary and was 

apparently the title of the psalter that Philo used. Nine of the ten appearances of the formula in 

the Philonic corpus introduce a Psalm pericope or catena: Plant. 29 (Ps 93:9); Conf. 39 (Ps 30:19); 

Conf. 52 (79:7); Migr. 157 (Ps 79:6; 41:4); Fug. 59 (Ps 113:25); Mut. 115 (Ps 22:1); Somn. 1.75 (Ps 26:1); 

Somn. 2.242 (Ps 36:4); Somn. 2.245 (Ps 64:10). The last, Flacc. 122, contains no particular allusion 

but describes the worship practices of the Alexandrian Jews. Philo suggests that the author(s) of 

the hymns is not Moses. In §115, he alludes passively to a song in this collection “being sung.” 

Elsewhere, he describes the psalmist actively and anonymously as “an inspired man” (Plant. 29 

[Ps 93:9]: ὁ θεσπέσιος ἀνὴρ) or “one of those acquainted with Moses” (Conf. 39 [Ps 30:19]; Somn. 

2.245 [Ps 64:20]: τῶν Μωυσέως γνωρίμων τις). 

The Lord shepherds me. To amplify Raguel’s significance as the mind shepherded by the 

divine Logos, Philo quotes LXX Ps 22:1 as a tertiary lemma. Like the anarthrous θεός—which 

signified the Logos—so the title κύριος, found in the Psalm, likewise points to the Logos, 

particularly in his exercise of God’s βασιλικὴ δύναμις (§15). Raguel is conceived as the focalizer 

of the psalm: the “me” refers to the mind within the “holy herd.” The κεφάλαιον ended here, 

with the etymology of Raguel (§105). Philo, somewhat surprisingly, extends the allegory to the 

subsequent dialogue between Raguel and his daughters—again, a sign that he may be reworking 

previously composed material. 

(2b2) §116. divine Word as shepherd and king. Depicting the Word as shepherd and king 

demonstrates the similarities between the divine λόγος and human νοῦς, who is likewise “king 

and judge” (§112).  

ask. i.e. “learn by inquiry.” πυνθάνομαι is a Platonic and Philonic word, often used by 

the latter to describe the give-and-take between scriptural characters. Here, in the context of the 

allegory, Philo crafts a kind of dialogue between “self and soul”—or better, between the rational 

and irrational parts of the soul. πεύσις is one of the terms Philo uses to denote the epistemological 

process of question and answer (e.g. Mos. 2.188). The future πεύσεται here and in §119 is rare in 

Philo (3x), and denotes the inquirer’s sense of urgency. 

Why did you . . . return today? Philo paraphrases Raguel’s dialogue with his daughters, 

both to improve its style and to clarify its allegorical significance. He Atticizes here, as is his wont, 

using τήμερον in place of the Hellenistic koine form σήμερον. 
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what you have experienced. Raguel rephrases his question in a way that highlights the 

passive nature of the senses (παθοῦσαι) in the correlated tasks of impression gathering and 

processing. Cf. §111, where they are depicted quasi-actively. 

§117. human being. Raguel’s daughters do not learn the name of Moses, but describe him 

as “an Egyptian man” (ἄνθρωπος Αἰγύπτιος). Philo understands this not as one but two discrete 

titles, and proceeds to explain them in sequence. He attends first to their literal sense, and then 

moves to their allegorical significance. Literally, “human being” indicates the imprecision of the 

daughter’s understanding of Moses’ identity. 

Egyptian. The second title given to Moses by the daughters requires some correction on 

Philo’s part. Moses was not, is not, and never will be an “Egyptian.” Nor is he merely one of the 

Hebrews (generally), but from the “most purified tribe” (i.e. Levi), which alone serves as priests. 

Moses is, in short, “a Hebrew of Hebrews” (cf. Phil 3:5). It is hard not to hear some echoes of the 

struggles between Jews and the native Egyptian population in Alexandria—particularly those 

which likely played a role in the 38 pogrom—surfacing in Philo’s corrective remark. 

which alone exercises the priesthood. Philo’s high regard for the priesthood in this 

passage may corroborate later theories (by Jerome, Vir. ill. 11, and others) that the Alexandrian 

was himself from a priestly family (See Schwartz 2009, 11). In Philo’s insistence on Levitical 

priestly exclusivity, one also senses a tension (again) with Raguel’s priesthood in popular 

portraiture (see the note on §106 “attendant” supra) in the Exagoge. Drawing this time on the 

biblical account itself (Exod 2:16), Ezekiel Tragicus had emphasized the priestly and visionary 

capacities of Raguel (see fr. 4). Ezekiel has Zipporah boast to Moses (whose identity is as yet 

unknown to her): “There is one ruler of the land, who is both lord (τύρρανος) and sole 

commander (στρατηλάτης μόνος). / A priest (ἱερεύς) rules (ἄρχει) this city and judges (κρίνει) 

men, / who is father of both me and these maidens.” Against the relief of Zipporah’s boast, Philo’s 

insistence that Moses is “not only a Hebrew” (οὐ μόνον Ἑβραῖον), but stems from that most pure 

Hebrew tribe (καθαρώτατον γένος) “which alone exercises priesthood (ὁ ἱερᾶται μόνον), 

sounds a note of intertextual polemic with Ezekiel’s tragedy and its political portraiture of Raguel 

as a priest who rules nations of various sorts (Ezekiel, Fr. 4.4: παντοίων γενῶν). Just as Philo 

deemphasizes Raguel’s prophetic identity §103, so he now downplays Raguel’s priestly 

authority. 

not able to transcend their own natural limitation. Philo turns here from his literal 

paraphrase to allegory. The daughter-senses cannot understand Moses’ full identity because the 

sense-perceptions do not have the epistemic capacities of νοῦς. 

§118. situated . . . at the borderland. A curious and elevated metaphor for the faculties of 

sense-perception. The designation of αἴσθησις in §110 (see note supra)—as in Leg. 2.6—as τὸ 

ἄλογον would seem to imply that they have no commerce with (or capacity to apprehend) the 

intelligibles (νοητά) but are limited to the sense-perceptibles (αἰσθητά). Philo does not specify 

how the senses may relate to the intelligibles—there is likely some form of mystical-erotic 
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encounter implied by this experience of Moses by the women at the well (cf. John 4:4–30). It would 

be naïve, according to the allegory, to hope the senses might be led by the intelligibles alone. 

Clearly, they are more naturally orientated toward the sense-perceptibles, but some possibility of 

mixed perception emerges as the ideal scenario. 

human being. Philo now returns to the two titles given to Moses by the seven daughters 

in Exod 2:19 and reveals their etymological significance in the allegory. “Human being” 

(ἄνθρώπος) refers to those objects which are capable of being seen/contemplated by reason alone 

(τὰ μόνῳ λόγῳ θεωρητά). Moses, it should be noted, no longer signifies a τρόπος or “manner of 

living” which engenders virtue (§113 supra), but as “human being” has come to signify the noetic 

world. 

Egyptian. Moses’ (mistaken) geographic epithet suggests that the senses’ own most 

proper object is the sense-perceptibles (αἰσθητά). Moses only symbolizes this, however, because 

of the daughters’ error, not because he was really an Egyptian or was characterized by attention 

to the passions or to seeming, rather than to virtue and reality.  

§119. “Where is the human being?” Philo modifies Jethro’s question in Exod 2:20 to include 

the word “human being” (ἄνθρωπος)—suggesting that he is primarily interested in how the 

senses may have somehow caught a glimpse of the ideal world. 

In what part of you does the rational form/capacity dwell? Raguel now asks the question 

that has been lurking in the reader’s mind. By “rational form” (λογικὸν εἶδος), he seems to mean 

both (following the allegoresis of ἄνθρωπος in §117) the intelligible object(s) of contemplation, as 

well as the paradoxical capacity (for εἶδος used in this sense, see §110 supra) to grasp those 

intelligibles. 

so that he may eat and be nourished. It is difficult to understand in what sense “Moses” 

has anything to gain from his commerce with the daughter-senses. Philo or the anonymous 

allegorist he cites seems to have transitioned from understanding ἄνθρώπος as the intelligible 

world to ἄνθρώπος as a faculty (λογικὸν εἶδος) of the soul. This capacity is not the mind per se 

(still signified by Raguel, see §116), but the paradoxical/mystical capacity for recognizing the 

intelligible resident within sense-perception itself—engendered, it would seem, by some form of 

kinship between the rational and irrational parts of the soul. 

§120. Perhaps he will marry . . . [the winged, god-borne,] prophetic race, whose name is 

Zipporah. The subject must again be the sense-perception’s emergent capacity to grasp the 

intelligibles. Raguel suggests that this capacity might take root in Zipporah—the prophetic race. 

Here, one notes two peculiar slippages or metamorphoses in the symbolic thesaurus of Philo’s 

allegory. First, one of Raguel’s seven daughters—originally identified as the five senses, speech, 

and the reproductive organs (see §110)—now symbolizes the irrational capacity for prophecy (for 

“prophecy” [μαντική τέχνη] as the god-sent form madness [μανική τέχνη], see Plato, Phaedr. 

244a–d). Philo also identifies Zipporah—not Moses—as the prophetic race, again in direct 
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contradiction of §110. While Philo’s allegorical method does admit mid-course shifts of referent 

as well as double referents (cf. Porphyry, Antr. nymph. 9, where the “cave” can symbolize the 

generated world, the powers in the world, and noetic substance), there is also the distinct 

possibility in this case that Philo has combined two allegorical readings of Exod 2:16–21 and only 

imperfectly harmonized them.  

winged, god-borne. Philo’s description of Zipporah as “winged” (πτηνός) arises from the 

etymology of her name, which in Hebrew means “bird” ( רצִֺ פו  ). Philo’s adjective invokes Plato’s 

chariot soul, when it acquires wings (πτηνὸν ἅρμα) through erotic “desire” (ἵμερος) and is borne 

up to God in Phaedrus 246e5. The marriage of Moses and Zipporah, with which the allegory 

culminates, thus represents the possibility of a harmony between rational and irrational parts of 

the soul—and the love which the prophetic part might experience for the intelligible objects of 

contemplation as she is swept up into the heavens to experience them further, with the help of 

her father, νοῦς the charioteer. 

 

Parallel Exegesis 

§§107–108. Philo’s use of Num 25:3–13 as a tertiary lemma in §§107–108, particularly his 

allegoresis of Phineas’s “lance” in §108 (LXX Num 25:7 σ[ε]ιρομαστῆς), supplies evidence of an 

exegetical tradition which Philo uses five times throughout the Allegorical Commentary (outside 

of the AC, the story is only referenced at Mos. 1.301-303 and Spec. 1.56). In addition to §§107–108, 

Num 25:3–7 (or some portion thereof) is used as a secondary or tertiary lemma in Leg. 3.242; Post. 

182–185; Ebr. 73.; and Conf. 53–57. This wide distribution, including the Adam, Noah, and 

Abraham cycles, suggests that Philo found this text particularly illustrative and useful for 

expounding and uniting his larger project.  

As Leg. 3.242 represents the first occurrence of this allegorical motif, it deserves to be set 

out in some detail here. In Leg. 3.242, Philo introduces Num 25:3–13, esp. Num 25:7, in a long 

string of secondary lemmas illuminating his allegoresis of Gen 3:17 (Leg. 3.222). Here, Philo’s 

major topic is the way the Adamic mind falters in listening to his wife (αἴσθησις). Joseph and 

Phineas are introduced as foils to this Adamic mind. But whereas Joseph merely runs away from 

the wiles of sense-perception, Phineas takes up arms and slays the cause of ethical distortion. 

Philo’s similar concern for the right relationship between mind and sense-perception in §§103–

120 (Jethro/Raguel and his daughters) serves as a natural teleological counterpart to the negative 

exemplum of Adam and Eve—in tune with Mut.’s primary interest in the theme of ethical 

progress and perfection. It is not surprising that the guiding Pentateuchal lemmas in these distinct 

allegorical treatises (Gen 3:17 [Leg. 3.222] and Exod 2:16 [Mut. 107–108]) prompt Philo to introduce 

Num 25:7 into the exegetical tapestry. In both texts, Phineas’s σειρομαστῆς is understood as 

human λόγος aimed at destroying vicious πάθος. In §108, the lance is described as “sharpened 

and swift reason” (ἠκονημένος καὶ ὀξύς λόγος); in the parallel locus in Leg. 3.242, the lance is 

allegorically rendered as “zealous reason” (ὁ ζηλωτίκος λόγος). Perhaps the most salient 
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difference between the two parallels is that whereas Leg. 3.242 quotes the text of Numbers more 

than once, §§107–108 is relies more heavily on paraphrase. Leg. 3.242 also follows the sequence of 

the text more exactly, and doesn’t mention the etymology of Beelphagor (which occurs only 

explicitly in §107; cf. Conf. 53–57). Philo thus does not seem to be dependent on stock epithets or 

quotations, but draws freely and creatively from this lemma to make related but variegated 

amplifications of this theological topic. 

Post. 182–185 offers a second major variation on the theme of Phineas’s destruction of the 

passions. The narrative serves as a tertiary lemma: Phineas is a foil of Onan (the figure of the 

secondary lemma)—an image of the mind enjoying fruitless pleasure—who is himself the 

antithesis of God’s fruitful provision of Seth for Eve in Genesis 4:25 (Post. 170). Here, Philo 

explicitly provides an etymology of Phineas as στόματος φίμος, “bridle of the mouth” (see 

detailed comments supra §107). Phineas is, in other words, the mind that rightly modulates bodily 

orifices, which affect sense perception. Phineas is allegorically entitled the “consecrated, priestly 

intelligence” ἡ ἱερωμένη διάνοια which knows how rightly to employ reason (λόγος), the lance. 

Here, because the primary and secondary lemmata are focused on the image of the fruitful and 

fruitless σπέρμα (Gen 4:25; Gen 38:9), Philo focuses on God’s gift of a covenant of peace and 

eternal priesthood to Phineas and his “seed” (Num 25:12–13). The allegory, again, takes is cue 

from Onan’s misplaced understanding of the relationship of mind and sense perception (Post. 

180), the vicious counterpart of Adam (Leg. 3.242) and Jethro (§103). 

Ebr. 73–74 renders a third variation on the theme of Phineas’s zeal, one which follows 

closely the contours of the symbolism in Post. 182–185. The exegetical structure of Ebr. is 

notoriously difficult to summarize, as it consists far more in thematic digressions than is normally 

the pattern in the Allegorical Commentary. According to Colson (Philo, 3.308), Philo sets out five 

major allegorical significances of the drunkenness of Noah. It is in the long digression on the first 

of these, on “foolishness” and “foolish talking” (Ebr. 4: ληρεῖν καὶ παραπαίειν), that the Phineas 

story reappears. Num 25:2–13 functions here again as a tertiary lemma, illuminating the 

allegorical exposition of a series of secondary lemmas from Deuteronomy (particularly Deut 

21:81–21[Ebr. 28] and Deut 33:9 [Ebr. 72]), which themselves amplify the theme of Noah’s 

drunkenness drawn from Gen 9:29. Although many of the particulars resemble the allegoresis in 

Post. 182–185, in Ebr. 73, Philo develops this topic in a new direction, focusing on Phineas’ 

entrance into the “furnace” (Num 25:8: τὴν κάμινον [rendering Heb. ֻקָבה, “tent”)—which Philo 

explains as the life of the embodied human being, which is “burning and aflame” with 

transgressions. Philo’s turn to the furnace here is seemingly motivated by his discussion of the 

symbolism of drunkenness, which signifies the proclivities of human beings to become enflamed 

and blazing (Ebr. 27) with foolishness. Philo seems to be thinking of Phineas’s slaying in more 

literal terms here, even suggesting that Phineas will be considered a murderer by many (Ebr. 74). 

Nonetheless, he understands Phineas’s slaying of the “man” as the mind putting to death every 

thought (λόγισμος; cf. Mut. 111) governed by self-sufficiency. 
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The final instance of Num 25:3–13 as the subject of Philonic allegoresis occurs at Conf. 53–

57. It serves as a tertiary lemma amplifying Philo’s comments on Gen 11:1b: “and they were all of 

one voice” (καὶ φωνὴ μία πᾶσιν)—the negative, sophistic counterpoint to the true unity 

represented by Israel (Num 31:49—the secondary lemma) who can boast after their route of 

Midian that “no one of them [the Israelites] expressed discord” (Conf. 55: οὐ διαπεφώνηκεν 

αὐτῶν οὐδὲ εἷς). Having turned to Midian and Beelphagor as symbols of things bodily (not yet 

of orifices), Philo’s allegoresis proceeds in an expected way: to extol the “most warlike reason” 

(Conf. 57: πολεμικώτατος λόγος) of Phineas, who fought against vice. Perhaps most interesting 

in this passage is that Philo here, for the first time, explicitly combines Num 31:49 and Num 25:3–

13—albeit in the opposite order that he does in Mut. 107–108 (Num 25:3–13) and Mut. 109 (Num 

31:49). These two passages from Numbers thus traveled together as a traditional cluster 

constituting a “little” Midian cycle. 

These five loci provide but one example of a more general habit of Philo’s compositional 

method: to continually rework and explore traditional scriptural clusters related to the allegory 

of the soul, carefully reshaping them in terms of the primary and secondary lemmas which they 

amplify. With each reiteration, Philo draws on new textual and thematic elements to create a web 

of symbols that develop not just within an individual treatise, but, when viewed synoptically, 

over the course of many treatises. Woven throughout the Allegorical Commentary wie rote Fäden, 

these shared allegorical leitmotifs help demonstrate both architectonic theological unity as well 

as the variegated exegetical poetics of Philo’s magnum opus. 
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3. THE PLACE OF ON THE CHANGE OF NAMES IN THE ALLEGORICAL COMMENTARY AND THE 

ABRAHAMIC CYCLE 

 

La continuité du discours philonien reste souvent inaperçue. 

~Jacques Cazeaux, La Trame et la Chaîne 

 

The question of the place of On the Change of Names within the Allegorical Commentary is 

necessarily linked to the more difficult question of its relationship to the Abrahamic group or 

cycle of treatises within that larger commentary series.46 This second question is “more difficult” 

because it cannot be taken for granted that such a groups or cycles of treatises actually form 

meaningful structural divisions of the work. Philo himself seems most explicitly to think of the 

Allegorical Commentary as a single running work (at least until that project definitively breaks 

down in On Dreams), a point demonstrated recently by Gregory Sterling in his study of Philo’s 

secondary prefaces.47 Despite this, scholars of the structure of the Allegorical Commentary since 

Louis Massebieau and Émile Bréhier have recognized—perhaps on the basis of the sheer 

structural diversity evident between treatises in this series—the possibility of classifying and 

subdividing Philo’s greatest series along a number of perceived organizing principles. Here, after 

a (short) Forschungsbericht on the question, I offer a definition and defense of understanding Mut. 

as part of an Abrahamic cycle within the Allegorical Commentary. 

 

(A Short) History of Scholarship on the Division of the Allegorical Commentary 

One of the earliest attempts to partition the Allegorical Commentary—that of Massebieau 

and Bréhier—periodized the series by way of its politics, using Against Flaccus and The Embassy 

to Gaius as chronological touchstones. On these grounds, Massebieau and Bréhier divide the 

Allegorical Commentary into four subgroupings, which do not depend at all on biblical 

characters or narrative cycle, but instead on Philo’s political comments. According to this 

taxonomy, group one (Leg. to Gig.-Deus) represented Philo’s thought during the relative 

tranquility that the Alexandrian Jewish experienced under the first two Roman emperors. Group 

two, Agr. to Conf., consists of those treatises written during the comparatively more turbulent and 

violent years in the run up to the Alexandrian “pogrom” of 38 under Flaccus, and its immediate 

                                                     
46 I adopt the term “cycle” from the study of epic poetry. See Nagy 2005. The “cycle” (κύκλος) 

could refer in the archaic period to both Homeric and non-Homeric compositions (such as the “Cypria” 

and the “little Iliad”), although Aristotle in the Poetics (1459a37-b16) restricts it to the latter. 

47 Sterling 2012. 
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aftermath. Group three, Migr.– Fug. (Massebieau omits Mut. from this group!)48 were prepared 

during “un temps de paix profonde” under Claudius. Group four, consisting solely of On Dreams, 

returns to narrate past Jewish persecutions. It is critical to note here that these divisions are made 

without regard to narrative cycles: Group one includes a “Noahic” treatise; group two includes 

Conf., which doesn’t specifically treat Noah, but the Tower of Babel, and might just as easily be 

connected with the Abraham cycle which follows.49 The complete omission of Mut. is curious—

one suspects it may have had something to do with the fact that it does begin to evince negative 

attitudes toward the theatre and political rhetoric (Mut. 114; 196–199)—which distances Mut. 

from the other treatises in group three and makes it seem closer to groups two and four. 

The next major to partition the Allegorical Commentary may be found in the study of 

Maximilian Adler. Adler recognized the importance of Massebieau’s work, but added a new 

exegetical criterion to the analytic effort. Recognizing that Philo’s compositional method was not 

uniform or even purely exegetical, Adler proceeded to provide a five-fold typology of Philonic 

loci, with three primary (A–C) and two mixed (D–E) types (Mischtypen).50 

Type A: Concise, word for word, exegesis which does not adduce additional 

biblical texts. 

Type B: Citation of a secondary biblical text, for the purpose of demonstration or 

reference. 

Type C: Detailed explanation of a philosophical idea, accompanied by proofs but 

not biblical citations. 

Type D: Mixture of B and C. 

Type E: As B or D, but in a long thematic digression involving additional biblical 

texts (what later Philonic scholarship will call tertiary lemmas), in which the 

author “seems to lose hold of the thread” of A and develop an independent 

discussion, often with a circular ending. Adler gives the example of Leg. 1.43–55. 

Using this fivefold typology, Adler makes the striking observation that whereas Leg. 1 contains 

several instances of A, and appears somewhat “pedantisch,”51 Leg. 2 through Gig.-Deus are 

comprised primarily of Types C, D, and E. This suggested to Adler that Leg. 2 through Gig-Deus 

comprised a kind of methodological advancement over Leg. 1, with Det. serving as the critical 

                                                     
48 Massebieau 1889, 28–29, clearly knows Mut. as the last treatise prior to “une lacune très vaste.” 

49 Royse 2009, 42, suggests, on the basis of the shortness of Sobr., that Sobr.-Conf. may originally 

have formed one treatise. 

50 Adler 1929, 10–11. 

51 Adler 1929, 67. 
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turning point.52 Adler thus recognizes Leg. 1 through Gig.-Deus as first part of the Allegorical 

Commentary. The exegetical pace then slows dramatically with Agr.–Ebr., with the first two 

books of Agr. focusing on just a single verse (Gen 9:20ab).53 Using this exegetical distinction, Adler 

recognized here a “second group” of treatises.54 

 By dividing Gig.-Deus from Agr., Adler seems to follow Massebieau. However, the 

contribution of his study should not be underestimated. Adler introduces the importance of 

understanding the various levels of Philonic discourse—with a particular emphasis on different 

uses of biblical lemmas—as a tool for understanding the structure of the Allegorical Commentary. 

Massebieau and Adler agree that the differences within the Allegorical Commentary could be 

understood in terms of external (political) or internal (formal/exegetical) factors, but did not look 

to the biblical cycles themselves. 

 The next major advance in the study of the structure of the Allegorical Commentary comes 

from a scholar who follows and perfects Adlers’s exegetical instinct. Valentin Nikiprowetzky 

argued convincingly not only that the unity of Philo’s works was to be conceived primarily in 

terms of his work as an exegete, but that its basic sense units could be divided in terms of 

rhetorical quaestiones et solutiones, using the example of Philo’s Questions and Answers on Genesis 

and Exodus as a kind of framework.55 On Nikiprowetzky’s reading, the question of cycles or 

groupings of treatises becomes less central. Famously, Nikiprowetzky challenged the thematic 

unity of the individual Philonic treatise itself, suggesting that so central was Philo’s exegetical 

principle of sequential exegesis, that each treatise possessed only a “lose thematic” coherence; 

true discursive unity resided only in the individual “chapter,” that is the allegorical unraveling 

of an individual question and answer.  

 For the purposes of this analysis, the final important stage of the division of the Allegorical 

Commentary into groups comes with a turn to narrative cycles. This turn brings together three 

further scholars: Jacques Cazeaux, Albert Geljon, and David Runia. In his monumental work, La 

Trame et la Chaîne, Cazeaux offers a literary, exegetical, and structuralist study of five treatises 

from the Allegorical Commentary: Migr.–Mut. Contrary especially to Nikiprowetzky, Cazeaux 

aims to demonstrate “la continuité du commentaire philonien” across several treatises.56 As the 

test case, he opts to treat “cinq traités de Philon, ceux qui prennent pour objet explicite la geste 

                                                     
52 Ibid. 

53 Royse 2009, 44 suggests that Agr. and Plant. focus on Gen 9:20ab; Ebr. on Gen 9:21; and Sobr. on 

Gen 9:24–27. 

54 Ibid. 

55 Nikiprowetzky 1977. 

56 Cazeaux 1983, 2. 
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d’Abraham.”57 In focusing on Abraham’s movement, Cazeaux choses the biblical character (and 

the underlying allegorical narrative) as his analytic criterion, rather than Philo’s politics, his type 

of exegesis, or the question and answer.  

 While Cazeaux’s monograph represents a move toward the study of various groups or 

cycles within the Allegorical Commentary, his focus on Abraham’s “movement” in particular and 

his omission of De Deo from this group suggests that his interest is more on the underlying 

allegory than on the topic of the biblical text itself.58 The turn toward patriarchal groups in a more 

literal sense is evinced in the recent PACS commentary by Geljon and Runia. There, in 

introducing On Cultivation, Geljon and Runia suggest that “Agr. belongs to the group of six 

treatises [Gig.-Deus–Sobr.] . . . that deal with the story of Noah as told in Gen 6:13 to 9:20.” Against 

Massebieau and Adler, Geljon and Runia suggest that Gig.-Deus—despite its absence of anti-

Roman polemics and its “middle” exegetical pattern that mirrors Leg. 2 to Post.—belongs rather 

with the Agr.–Sobr. pentad of treatises, in a seven-treatise Noahic “group.” 

On the Change of Names within the Allegorical Commentary and the Abrahamic Cycle 

 The foregoing sketch59 of previous scholarship on the structure of the Allegorical 

Commentary demonstrates the difficulty of positioning On the Change of Names either within the 

Allegorical Commentary as a whole or within the “Abrahamic cycle” in particular. Although we 

must proceed with caution, there are still some things we can say. 

A. First, in light of Sterling’s study of secondary prefaces in the Allegorical Commentary, 

it seems best not to posit any hard and fast breaks between the various groups or subsections of 

the series, but think rather in terms of organic development between different subsections or 

clusters. Philo’s exegetical method develops between Leg. 1 and Leg. 2—but this need not suggest 

that Leg. 1–3 does not belong to the same treatise, let alone the same series. Similarly, Gig.-Deus 

looks formally like the treatises which precede it; this need not signify that it does not belong to 

                                                     
57 Ibid. 

58 The omission of De Deo on Cazeaux’s part may not have been intentional: as late as 1980, the 

Armenian fragment of De Deo had not yet been recognized as an authentic part of the Allegorical 

Commentary. Its general scholarly recognition appears to have happened sometime between 1980 and 

1992, when Folker Siegert published his second volume on Ps.-Philonic works in Armenian (Siegert 1992, 

esp. vii). Cazeaux’s study was published in 1983, and as such, he would have had little time to adapt it to 

include the new consensus on De Deo. On the other hand, Massebieau 1889, 29, notes that Aucher already 

wondered whether De Deo might belong to the Allegorical Commentary.  

59 Additional important studies omitted in this survey include: Morris 1973; Goulet 1987; Thorne 

1989; Gershowitz and Kovelman 2002.  
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a Noahic cycle, however. Just as Philo develops a new method in the second (or third?)60 volume 

of his Legum allegoriae, so we might expect new, organic developments not in the first but the 

second or third treatise of Philo’s Noahic cycle—and indeed, that is exactly what one finds. 

B. Second, building on this notion of organic or soft boundaries between sections of the 

Allegorical Commentary, many of the arguments against Philo’s organization of his treatises into 

cycles disappear. The major argument lingering against such an organizational pattern is that 

Philo himself never explicitly names it. This is, it should be noted, not a minor objection. 

Particularly in light of what might be seen as the excesses of Cazeaux’s study, one might be 

tempted to give up on the notion of patriarchal cycles within the Allegorical Commentary.  

There are, however, several kinds of indirect evidence that one can marshal in favor of 

Philo’s thinking in terms of patriarchal cycles. These apply especially in the case of an Abrahamic 

cycle. They are both allegorical and exegetical. 

The first, and to my mind strongest, argument in favor of positing Philo’s own awareness 

and division of his scriptural allegories into patriarchal cycles arises from the study of 

contemporary Platonism. It has long been noted that Philo’s allegory of the soul in the Allegorical 

Commentary seems to mirror similar Platonist allegories of Odysseus. The most fulsome example 

of such a Platonist allegoresis comes in Porphyry’s On the Cave of the Nymphs. Both Thomas Tobin 

and Katell Berthelot, however, point out that such an allegoresis of Odysseus as an allegorical 

figure of the soul striving to depart the body and return to the ideal realm, is already present in 

Philo’s later contemporary, Plutarch of Chaeronea.61  

So similar are the Platonist and Philonic allegories of the soul that it is generally assumed 

that Philo has borrowed the model of Odysseus and applied it to the biblical patriarchs. The 

question then arises: which of the patriarchs first prompted Philo to see the Odyssean analogy? 

Did Odysseus, in terms of his literal and allegorical narratives, map most clearly onto any one 

biblical figure? In her excellent study of Philo and Porphyry, Berthelot proposes that Moses 

provided the primary analogy to Odysseus in Philo’s thought.62 In particular, Moses’ exodus from 

Egypt mirrors Odysseus’ exodus from the “wet” world of the sense-perceptible to the “dry” heart 

of Ithaca, or the ideal realm.  

                                                     
60 Tobin 2000, 40–41, suspects that the first book of the Legum allegoriae, which treated Genesis 1, 

has been lost. This would be a major loss, not only theologically, but also for our understanding of the 

literary plan of the series. Cf. Royse 2009, 40, for whom Leg. 1 is the original first book of the Legum allegoriae. 

61 Plutarch, Table Talks 9 (Quaest. conviv. 745d-f]); Tobin 1983, 151; Berthelot 2012, 162–163. Berthelot 

traces this tradition further back to Plato himself, in Crat. 403c-d. 

62 Berthelot 2012, 169–171, esp. 171: “It is easier to read the story of the Exodus than the stories of 

the migrations of Abraham and Jacob, for instance, through the lens of the journey of the soul.”  
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In a slight modification of Berthelot’s view, I would like to suggest that Abraham provides 

just as ready—if not a better—analogue to Odysseus as Moses for the transfer of both literal and 

allegorical elements. Not only does Abraham have an Exodus in miniature63—the veritable 

Odyssey that leads him from Ur to Haran to Canaan, which allegorically signifies the departure 

from the sense-perceptible. In addition, as Berthelot notes, the same allegoresis applied to 

Penelope and her maidservants—that of wisdom and the lower fields of study—is likewise 

applied by Philo to Sarah and Hagar.64 As such, it is tempting to speculate whether Abraham 

himself was the first figure to strike an Odyssean analogy in Philo’s mind. 

Whether Moses or Abraham served as the initial inspiration for Philo’s great allegorical 

project, however—or whether Philo has, in part or whole, inherited that analogy from earlier 

allegorists65—the very fact that some Jew at some point (in a kind of anticipation of Auerbach) had 

to make such an analogy between the Odyssean epic cycle, on the one hand, and the stories of the 

Pentateuchal patriarchs on the other, suggests that at some deep structural level—and more 

likely, at the level of Philo’s own compositional intentionality—the allegories of Moses naturally 

divided in terms of patriarchal groups or cycles. 

In addition to this primary argument for cycles from the logic of Philo’s allegory of the 

soul, a second argument in favor of Philo’s recognition of an Abrahamic cycle in particular arises 

from his clusters of secondary lemmas. As Adler’s Types B, D, and E indicate, at times Philo 

strings together large groups of secondary texts—sometimes in simple support of a basic point, 

but more often, in crafting elaborate theological digressions with only tangential relationship to 

the main topic of discussion. If we look to the beginning of the Allegorical Commentary, where 

one might expect to find some clues to the overall plan and scope of the work, one finds not 

merely isolated Abrahamic secondary lemmas, but whole clusters or catenae of Abrahamic texts 

which bespeak a kind of narrative cycle already present in Philo’s thought.66  

Turning specifically to the place of On the Change of Names within the Allegorical 

Commentary, one finds again indirect textual evidence supporting the notion that Philo had 

already conceived that the topic of Abraham’s change of name in Genesis 17 provided a potent 

                                                     
63 In addition to the migration out of Ur, contemporary biblical scholars have long recognized 

echoes of the Exodus in Abraham’s sojourn in Egypt in Gen 12:10–20; see Levenson 1993, 85–86. 

64 Berthelot 2012, 

 159–160. This allegory is attributed in Ps.-Plutarch, Lib. ed. 7d to Bion of Borysthenes (3rd century 

BCE). Cf. Philo, Cher. 3; Cong. 71–88. 

65 So Goulet 1987. 

66 See, e.g., Philo, Leg. 3.217–219; Leg. 3.39–43 (Gen 15:5; 24:7; 24:63); Leg. 3.83–87 (Gen 12:1; Gen 

17:17, 19); Leg. 3:244–245; Cher. 3–10. 
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allegorical locus for explicating the allegory of the soul on the road to perfection. In particular, if 

one traces Philo’s use of the verb μετονομάζεσθαι in the Allegorical Commentary,67 one finds 

only six uses of it prior to the Abrahamic treatises—five of which (Leg. 3.244; Cher. 4, 7) appear in 

clusters of Abrahamic secondary and tertiary lemmas mentioned above. It is telling that in Cher. 

4, the verb is applied to both Abram and Sarai simultaneously—a fact suggesting that Gen 17:5 

and Gen 17:15 were already being read together by Philo. The verb also occurs near the beginning 

of at least three “cycles” of the Series: the cycle on Adam and Creation (Leg. 3), the cycle on Noah 

(Gig.-Deus 62–63); and the cycle on Abraham (Migr. 201), suggesting that the phenomenon of 

name-change was a kind of allegorical trigger throughout the series, and which Philo planned to 

explore more fully when he reached this central moment of the Abrahamic cycle. Whether or not 

Philo had the entirety of his Abrahamic allegory worked out when he began the Allegorical 

Commentary, Abram’s and Sarai’s change of names occupied a place in his thought at the earliest 

stages of composition—particularly in Massebieau’s first, peaceful period. 

C. It seems clear, then, that Philo had prepared the way for On the Change of Names in the 

treatises which preceded it in the Allegorical Commentary, and that it occupied a central place 

within the Abrahamic cycle. It remains to be asked what its significance is for the treatises which 

follow, particularly De Deo and On Dreams. Sadly, not much can be said about De Deo (given its 

fragmentary nature) nor about the full extent of the Abrahamic Cycle. The remaining verses of 

Genesis 17, as well as Gen 18:1 through Gen 28:8–9 were treated by Philo in the Quaestiones. Is it 

possible that Philo’s sequential allegory of Abraham extended to Gen 25:8 (cf. Q.G. 4.153) and the 

death of the patriarch? While this seems likely, we do not have sufficient evidence to answer in 

the affirmative or the negative. It is worth recalling that the Noahic cycle has large gaps and may 

in fact have been left unfinished by Philo. Is it possible that Philo intended to write his way 

through each cycle, but also found it difficult to cover all the material in equal depth? 

The relationship between Mut. and Somn. remains unclear. Mut. may very well be a “hinge 

treatise” between the Abrahamic cycle and the cycles and treatises which follow. Mut. shares 

certain affinities with Somn. The first and most obvious similarity is that in the central section of 

Mut. as in Somn., Philo gives up on the sequential exposition of the text, and moves thematically 

between related primary pericopes. Is Philo’s method evolving here again in §§60–129 (as it 

appears to do in Leg. 2 and in Agr.) and paving the way for Somn.? Philo’s rationale for his 

omission of Gen 17:6–17:14 has sometimes been read as indicating that he has already treated this 

material in the lost De testamentis; however, he also suggests, in the critical passage (§53), that a 

thematic element is at play. (See detailed discussion below). 

                                                     
67 Leg. 3.15 (Jacob); Leg. 3.244 (Abram); Cher. 4 (Abram & Sarai), 7 (Abram); Gig. 62–63 (Abram); 

Migr. 201 (Jacob). The verb is used eight times in Mut. (65, 76, 77, 81, 83, 87, 88, 121), all within the central 

second part of the treatise, Mut. 60–129. 
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Corroborating this impression of the similarities between Mut. and Somn. is the curious 

fact that Massebieau did not include Mut. in his periodization of his third, Abrahamic series. 

Could this be because, as mentioned above, Mut. does not share the same irenic tone as Migr.–

Fug., but again reintroduces negative assessments of the theatre and the public square (§114; 

§§196–199)? If this is the case, Mut. may also point ahead to Somn. in its return to the question of 

the Jewish persecution under Flaccus. Far from indicating a rift within the Abrahamic cycle, 

however, it would suggest that Philo’s work continued to develop in organic ways along soft 

boundaries as he worked his way through oracles of Moses and the exegeses of his Jewish 

allegorical colleagues, whom he anonymously anthologizes. 
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4. EXEGETICAL STRUCTURE OF DE MUTATIONE NOMINUM 

 

i. Key 

MBL Primary Biblical Lemma 

MBLQ “Quotation” 

MBLA Allusion/Paraphrase 

SBL Secondary Biblical Lemma 

SBLL Lexical Connection to Primary Lemma 

SBLT Thematic Connection to Primary Lemma 

SBLP Proleptic (Anticipatory) Secondary Lemma 

SCL Secondary Classical Lemma 

TBL Tertiary Biblical Lemma 

CBL Contextualizing Biblical Lemma 

 

 

ii. Exegetical Structure of Treatise (MBL = Gen 17:1–5, 15–2268) 

 

PART ONE  

 

Chapter One: Abraham as Seer and Hearer of God (= Q.G. 3.39) 

§§1–38  MBLQ = Gen 17:1a–b 

§§1–2a  MBLA = Gen 17:1a (ἐγένετο δὲ Ἀβρ[α]ὰμ ἐτῶν ἐνενήκοντα ἐννέα) 

§2a SBLAT = Num 18:26–32 

§§2b–10 MBLA = Gen 17:1bα (ὤφθη) 

§7 SBLT = Exod 20:21 

§8–9 SBLL = Exod 33:13–23 (ὤφθη) 

§§11–17  MBLA = Gen 17:1bβ (κύριος) 

§11–13a SBLL = Exod 3:14–15 (Thematic, [2o catena ὄνομα]) 

§13b SBLL = Exod 6:3 (κύριος) 

§14 SBLT = Gen 32:29 

§15 MBLQ = Gen 17:1bαβ 

§17 MBLQ = Gen 17:1bαβ 

§§18–38 MBLQ = Gen 17:1cα (ἐγώ εἰμι θεὸς σός [cf. LXX ἐγώ εἰμι ὁ θεός 

σου]) 

                                                     
68 Geljon and Runia 2013, 2, suggest Gen 17:1–22 in its entirety. Cf. Cohn, Philo 5:128, who is slightly 

more circumspect in his “Analytical Introduction,” limiting the lemma to Gen 17:1–5, 15–22. 
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§18–26 MBLA = Gen 17:1cα (ἐγώ εἰμι θεὸς σός)69 

§19 SBLL = Exod 7:1 (θεός) 

§20 SBLT = Exod 7:17 (κύριος) 

§20 SBLT = Exod 6:29 (κύριος) 

§21 SBLT = Exod 9:29–30 (κύριος) 

§23 MBLQ = Gen 17:1cα (ἐγώ εἰμι θεὸς σός) 

§23 SBLL = Gen 35:11 (ἐγὼ <ὁ> θεός σου) 

§23 SBLL = Exod 20:2 (ἐγὼ κύριος ὁ θεός σου) 

§23 SBLL = Deut 4:1 (κύριος ὁ θεός) 

§25 SBLL = Deut 33:1 (ἄνθρωπος θεοῦ) 

§27–38 MBLQ = Gen 17:1cα (ἐγώ εἰμι θεὸς σός) 

§27 MBLQ = Gen 17:1cα (ἐγώ εἰμι θεὸς σός) 

§29 MBLQ = Gen 17:1cα (ἐγώ εἰμι θεὸς σός) 

§30 SBLT = Gen 2:7 (allusion) 

§31 SBLT =Gen 1:27 (citation) 

§31 MBLQ = Gen 17:1cα (ἐγώ εἰμι θεὸς σός) 

§34 SBLT(LP) = Gen 5:24 (εὐηρέστησε δὲ Ἑνὼχ τῷ θεῷ, καὶ οὐχ 

εὑρίσκετο) [see §39, Gen 17:1c] 

§38 SBLT = Gen 5:24 (καὶ οὐχ εὑρίσκετο) 

 

Chapter Two: The Gentler Wisdom of Abraham (= Q.G. 3.40) 

§§39–53  MBL = Gen 17:1cβ–2 

§§39–46 MBLQ = Gen 17:1cβ  

§39 MBLQ = Gen 17:1cβ (εὐαρέστει ἐναντίον ἐμοῦ) 

§40 MBLA = Gen 17:1cβ 

§41 SBLQL = Gen 48:15 

§42 SBLQL = Deut 12:28 

§43 SBLAT = Exod 26:33 

§43 SBLAT = Exod 25:10 

§43 SBLAT = Lev 6:10, 16:4–5 

§44 SBLQT = Gen 32:28 

§§47–51a MBL = Gen 17:1cγ (γίνου ἄμεμπτος) 

§47 MBLQ = Gen 17:1cγ (γίνου ἄμεμπτος) 

§48 SBLQT = Job 14:14 

§51 MBL = Gen 17:1cγ 

§§51b–53 MBL = Gen 17:2 (θήσω τὴν διαθήκην...) 

§52 MBLQ = Gen 17:2 

                                                     
69 Cazeaux 1983, 477, recognizes a similar division, but begins the new section at §28; this, however, 

overlooks Philo’s return to the PBL in §27. The Philo has focused on σός before θεός because he has not 

yet treated God’s appearance τῷ Ἀβραὰμ (Gen 17:1bβ) in §§2b–17, but subsumes commenting of Abraham 

as the subject of the vision by focusing on “your” in Gen 17:1bγ. 
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Chapter Three: The Meaning of Abraham’s Falling (= Q.G. 3.41) 

§§54–56 MBL = Gen 17:3 

§54 MBLQ = Gen 17:3 (ἔπεσεν Ἀβραὰμ ἐπὶ πρόσωπον) 

§56 MBLQ = Gen 17:3b (ἐπὶ πρόσωπον) 

 

Chapter Four: Different Forms of Covenant (= Q.G. 3.42) 

§§57–59  MBL = Gen 17:4 (κἀγω, ἰδοὺ ἡ διαθήκη μου μετὰ σοῦ) 

§57 MBLQ = Gen 17:4 

§58 MBLQ = Gen 17:4a (κἄγω) 

 

 

PART TWO 

 

Chapter Five: On the Change of Names (= Q.G. 3.43 [Gen 17:5]; 3.53 [Gen 17:15]) 

§§60–129  MBL = Gen 17:5, 15 

§§60–76 MBLQ = Gen 17:5 (Q.G. 3.43)   (a) Abram/Abraham 

§60 MBLQ = Gen 17:5 

§61 CBLA = Gen 17:15 

§63 SBLQL = Gen 2:19 (ἐκάλεσεν) 

§§77–80 MBL/CBLAL = Gen 17:15 (Q.G. 3.53)  (b) Sarai/Sarah 

§§81–82 SBLAT = Gen 32:29    (c) Jacob/Israel 

§§83–87  Quaestio I (Why does Jacob’s name fluctuate?) 

§§88  Quaestio II (Why doesn’t Isaac’s name change?) 

§§89–91 SBLAT = Gen 41:45    (d) Joseph’s Names 

§§92–96 SBLAT = Gen 35:18c    (e) Benjamin’s Names 

§§97–102 SBLAT = Gen 48:5    (f) Ephraim/Manasseh 

             Ruben/Simeon 

§§103–120 SBLAT = Exod 2:16–22    (g) Jethro/Raguel 

§104 SBLQT = Exod 18:19–26 

§106 SBLQT = Exod 2:16aα (τῷ δὲ ἱερεῖ Μαδιὰμ) 

§107 TBLAT = Num 25:3 

§108 TBLAL = Num 25:7–8, 12–13 (ἱερεύς) 

§109 TBLAT = Num 31:49 

§110 SBLQΤ = Exod 2:16aβ (ἑπτὰ θυγατέρες ποιμαίνουσαι) 

§111 SBLQΤ = Exod 2:16b 

§112 SBLQΤ = Exod 2:17a 

§113 SBLQΤ = Exod 2:17b 

§114 SBLQΤ = Exod 2:18a 

§115 TBLQL = LXX Ps 22:1 (κύριος ποιμαίνει με) 

§116 SBLQΤ = Exod 2:18b 
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§117 SBLQΤ = Exod 2:19a 

§118  SBLQΤ = Exod 2:19a 

§119  SBLQΤ = Exod 2:20 

§120 SBLQΤ = Exod 2:21 

§§121–122  SBLQT = Num 13:16b    (h) Hoshea/Joshua 

§§123–124 SBLQT = Num 14:24 (cf. Num 13:6)  (i) Caleb 

§§125–129 SBLQT = Catena    (j) Moses 

§125 SBLA = see §126 (Μωϋσῆς) 

§125 SBLQ = Deut 33:1(ἄνθρωπος θεοῦ) 

§125 SBLQ = Exod 7:1 (Φαραὼ θεός) 

 

§126 SBLQ = Exod 24:1 (=Μωϋσῆς) 

[MBL Omitted: Gen 17:6–14] 

= Q.G. 3.44 (Gen 17:6); Q.G. 3.45 (Gen 17:8); Q.G. 3.46 (Gen 17:10–11); Q.G. 3.47 (Gen 

17:10); Q.G. 3.48 (Gen 17:12); Q.G. 3.49 (Gen 17:12); Q.G. 3.50 (Gen 17:12); Q.G. 3.52 (Gen 

17:14) 

 

PART THREE 

 

Chapter Six: “I Will Give You a Child from Her” (= Q.G. 3.54) 

§§130–140  MBL = Gen 17:16aα 

§130 MBLA = Gen 17:15 

§130 MBLQ = Gen 17:16a (δώσω σοι ἐξ αὐτῆς τέκνον) 

§132 SBLQT = Gen 29:31 (Leia) 

§§134–136 SBL = Gen 38:15–26 (Tamar) 

§134 SBLQT = Gen 38:15  

§134 TBLAT = Exod 3:6 (Moses) 

§134 TBLAL = Exod 34:33–35 (Moses I: κάλυμμα) 

§134 SBLQT = Gen 38:25a 

§135 SBLQT = Gen 38:25b 

§136 SBLQT = Gen 38:26 

§§137–138 CBL = Gen 21:6 (Sarah) 

§137 CBLQT = Gen 21:6a (Sarah) 

§138 CBLQT = Gen 21:6b 

§139 SBLQT = Hos 14:9–10 

§§141–144  MBL = Gen 17:16aβ 

§141 MBLQ = Gen 17:16aβ (ἐξ αὐτῆς) 

§143 SBLQT = 1 Sam (1 Reg) 2:5 

§§145–147  MBL = Gen 17:16aγ 
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§145 MBLQ = Gen 17:16aγ (τέκνον) 

§§148–150  MBL = Gen 17:16b 

§148 MBLQ = Gen 17:16b 

§§151–153  MBL = Gen 17:16c 

§151 MBLQ = Gen 17:16c 

§152 CBLQL = Gen 23:6 

 

Chapter Seven: The Meaning of Abraham’s Laughter (= Q.G. 3.55) 

§§154–174 MBL = Gen 17:17a 

§154 MBLA = Gen 17:17 (καὶ ἔπεσεν Ἀβραὰμ . . . καὶ ἐγέλασεν) 

§166 CBLQL = Gen 18:12 

§168 SBLQL = Exod 4:14 

§169 SBLQL = Isa 48:22 

[§§170–174] TBL = Gen 45:16–18 

§171 TBLQT = Gen 45:16 

§173 TBLQT = Gen 45:18a 

§173 TBLQT = Gen 39:1 

§174 TBLQT = Gen 45:18b 

 

Chapter Eight: The Faith and Doubt of Abraham (= Q.G. 3.56) 

§§175–200 MBL = Gen 17:17b 

§175 MBLA = Gen 17:17a 

§176 MBLQ = Gen 17:17b 

§§177–187 MBL = Gen 17:17bα (Faith and Doubt) 

§177 MBLQ = Gen 17:17bα (εἶπε τῇ διανοίᾳ) 

§177 SBLQT = Gen 15:4, 6 (ἐπίστευσε) 

§178 MBLQ = Gen 17:17bα ((= §177)) 

§179 SCLQT = Homer, Od. 7.36 (νόημα) 

§183 TBLQLP = Deut 32:8 (πιστός; see §177; Quaestio in §181) 

§186 SBLQT = Gen 15:6a (= §177) 

§187 TBLQT = Gen 32:25, 31 

§§188–200 MBL = Gen 17:17bβα (An Arithmological Alternative) 

§188 MBLA = Gen 17:17bβ 

§189 SBLQL = Gen 11:10 (100) 

§190 SBLAL = Gen 21:33 (100) 

§190 SBLAL = Gen 26:12 (100) 

§190 SBLAL = Exod 27:9 (100) 

§191 SBLQL = Num 18:28 (100) 

§192 SBLAL = Exod 26:33 (90) 

§193 MBLQ = Gen 17:17bα 
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[§§193–200]  SBL = Gen 34:2–25 

§194 SBLQT = Gen 34:2, 3 (Shechem) 

§195 TCLQT = Unde? (ἥμισυ κακοῦ ἡσυχία) 

§195 TBLQT = Gen 4:7 (ἥσύχασον) 

§200 SBLQT = Gen 34:25 (Simeon and Levi) 

§200 TBLAT = Gen 49:5 

§200 TBLAT = Deut 33:8 

 

Chapter Nine: The Lives of Ishmael and Isaac (=Q.G. 3.57) 

§§201–251 MBL =  Gen 17:18 

§201  ΜBLQ = Gen 17:18 

§§201–209a MBL = 17:18a (Ἰσμαὴλ οὗτος) 

§202  SBLQT = Num 24:16 

§205  SBLAT = Deut 23:1–2 

§206  SBLQL = Deut 21:20 

[§§207–209a]  SBLQL = Exod 6:26–27 

§207  SBLQL = Exod 6:26–27 

§208  TBLAT = Exod 7:11, etc. 

§209a  SBLQL = Exod 6:26 

§§209b–215 MBL = 17:18b (ζήτω) 

§209b  ΜBLQ = Gen 17:18b 

§210  SBLQ = Deut 33:6 

§215  SBLQ = Gen 46:30 

§§216–251 MBL = 17:18c (ἐνώπιόν σου) 

§216  ΜBLQ = Gen 17:18[ab]c 

§218  SBLQL = Gen 15:6 (=§177) 

§220  SBLAT = Num 6:21 (The Power of hands [χείρ]) 

§224  TBLAT = Num 13:24 (Joshua’s spies) 

§228  TBLAT = Gen 18:24, 32 (Abraham petitions for Sodom) 

§228  TBLAT = Lev 25:10 (The fiftieth year) 

§230 TBLQT = Gen 27:38 (Esau’s Request for a Lesser Blessing) 

§232 TBLQL = Num 11:33 (Will the hand [χείρ] of the Lord fail?) Cf. 

§183, §218; a similar shift from human to divine hand/faith. 

[§§233–251] SBLAT = Lev 5:6–12 (Three Kinds of Sin Offering) 

§233 SBLQT = Lev 5:6, 7 

§234 SBLQT = Lev 5:11–12a 

§237 TBLQT = Deut 30:12–14 (πᾶν ἔργον τῷ στόματί σου καὶ τῇ καρδίᾳ 

καὶ ταῖς χερσί) 

§243  TCLQL = Democritus fr. 105 (λόγος ἔργου σκία; cf. §195) 

§249 SBLQT = Lev 5:12 
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§250 SBLQT = Lev 5:7, 11 

 

 

Chapter Ten: Isaac, The Son of Virtue (= Q.G. 3.58) 

§§252–260 MBL = Gen 17:19a 

§252 MBLQ = Gen 17:18 

§§253–254 MBLQ = Gen 17:19aα (ναί) 

§253 MBLQ = Gen 17:19a 

§254 SBLAΤ = Gen 29:31 

§§255–260 MBLQ = Gen 17:19aβ (ἰδοὺ Σάρρα...τέξεταί σοι υἱόν) 

§255 MBLQ = Gen 17:19aβ 

§259 SBLQΤ = Exod 16:14 

§260 SBLAT = Exod 16:23 

 

Chapter Eleven: Blessing School Studies, but A Covenant with Virtue (= Q.G. 3.59) 

§§261–263 MBL = Gen 17:19b, 20, 21a 

§261 MBLQ = Gen 17:19a 

§261 MBLQ = Gen 17:19b 

§263 MBLQ = Gen 17:20 

§263 MBLQ = Gen 17:21a 

 

Chapter Twelve: God Himself the “Appropriate Time” (= Q.G. 3.60) 

§§264–266 MBL = Gen 17:21b 

§264 MBLQ = Gen 17:21b (εἰς δὲ τὸν καιρὸν τοῦτον) 

§265 SBLQL = Num 14:9 (ἀφέστηκεν ὁ καιρος . . . ὁ δὲ κύριος ἐν ὑμῖν) 

§266 TBLQL = Lev 26:12 (περιπατήσω ἐν ὑμῖν) 

§§267–269 MBL = Gen 17:21c 

§267 MBLQ = Gen 17:21c (ἐν τῷ ἐνιαυτῷ ἑτέρῳ) 

§268 SBLQL = Gen 26:12 (ἐν τῷ ἐνιαυτῷ ἐκείνῳ) 

 

Chapter Thirteen: The Ongoing Perfection of Abraham (No par. in the Quaestiones) 

§270  MBLQ = Gen 17:22 

 

[Omitted: Gen 17:23–27] = Q.G. 3.61 (Gen 17:24–25); Q.G. 3.62 (Gen 17:27) 
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5. USE OF SCRIPTURE 

 

Biblical / Classical Quotations and Major Biblical Allusions 

 

nr § text content kind MOT Q.G. 

1 1 Gen 17:1a Abraham was 99 y/o MBL na 3.39b 

2 2a Num 18:26–32 The Levitical tithe SBLA T 3.39b 

3 2b Gen 17:1bα The Lord was seen MBL na 3.39a 

4 7 Exod 20:21 Moses entered into darkness SBL T ∅ 

5 8 Exod 33:13 Moses’ request to see God SBL L ∅ 

6 9 Exod 33:23 God’s response SBL L ∅ 

7 11 Exod 3:14a I am “the Existent” SBL T ∅ 

8 12 Exod 3:15 (4x) The meaning of “Lord God” SBL L ∅ 

9 13 Exod 6:3 “Lord” not told to patriarchs SBL L ∅ 

10 14 Gen 32:29bis Jacob and the Angel SBL T ∅ 

(=3) 15 Gen 17:1b The Lord was seen MBL na 3.39a 

(=3) 17 Gen 17:1b The Lord was seen MBL na 3.39a 

11 18 Gen 17:1cα “I am your God” MBL na 3.39a 

12 19 Exod 7:1 A god to Pharaoh SBL L ∅ 

13 20 Exod 7:17 The Lord says SBL T ∅ 

14 20 Exod 6:29 The Lord will say SBL T ∅ 

15 21 Exod 9:29–30 Several “Lord” texts SBL T ∅ 

(=11) 23 Gen 17:1cα “I am your God” MBL na 3.39a 

16 23 Gen 35:11 “I am your God” SBL L ∅ 

17 23 Exod 20:2 “I am the Lord your God” SBL L ∅ 

18 23 Deut 4:1 “The Lord God” SBL L ∅ 

19 25 Deut 33:1 “God’s human being” SBL L ∅ 

(=11) 27 Gen 17:1cα “I am your God” MBL na 3.39a 

(=11) 29 Gen 17:1cα “I am your God” MBL na 3.39a 

20 30 Gen 2:7 “God molded” SBLA T ∅ 

21 31 Gen 1:27 “According to our image” SBL T ∅ 

(=11) 31 Gen 17:1cα “I am your God” MBL na 3.39a 

22 34 Gen 5:24 Enoch was pleasing to God SBLP TL ∅ 

(=22) 37 Gen 5:24 Enoch not found SBLP TL ∅ 

23 39 Gen 17:1cβ Be pleasing before me MBL na 3.40 

(=23) 40 Gen 17:1cβ Be pleasing before me MBL na 3.40 

24 41 Gen 48:15 Jacob’s fathers pleasing SBL L ∅ 

25 42 Deut 12:28 Moses commands pleasing God SBL L ∅ 

26 43 Exod 26:33 Division of the tabernacle SBLA T ∅ 

27 43 Exod 25:10 Double gilding of the ark SBLA T ∅ 

28 43 Lev 6:10, 

16:4–5 

Linen vestment within SBLA T ∅ 
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nr § text content kind MOT Q.G. 

29 44 Gen 32:28 Mottled vestment without SBLA T ∅ 

(=23) 47 Gen 17:1cβ Be pleasing before me MBL na 3.40 

30 47 Gen 17:1cγ Be blameless MBL na 3.40 

31 48 Job 14:14 Who is clean from filth? SBL T ∅ 

(=30) 51 Gen 17:1cγ Be blameless MBL na 3.40 

32 52 Gen 17:2 Covenant between me and you MBL na 3.40 

33 54 Gen 17:3 Abraham fell on his face MBL na 3.41 

(=33) 56 Gen 17:3b Abraham fell on his face MBL na 3.41 

(=20) 56 Gen 2:7 Adam formed as a living being SBLA L ∅ 

34 57 Gen 17:4 “My covenant is with you” MBL na 3.42 

(=34) 58 Gen 17:4 “My covenant is with you” MBL na 3.42 

35 60 Gen 17:5 Abram to Abraham MBL na 3.43 

36 61 Gen 17:15 Sarai to Sarah CBLA T 3.53 

37 63 Gen 2:19 Adam named animals SBL L ∅ 

(=36) 77 Gen 17:15 Sarai to Sarah MBL / 

CBL 

T 3.53 

38 81 Gen 32:29 Jacob to Israel SBL T ∅ 

39 89 Gen 41:45 Joseph/Psonthomphanek SBL T ∅ 

40 92 Gen 35:18c Benjamin/Son of Labor SBLA T ∅ 

(=40) 94 Gen 35:18b Son of Labor SBL T ∅ 

41 96 Gen 35:16, 19 Rachel died in childbirth SBL T ∅ 

42 97 Gen 48:5 Ephraim and Manasseh SBL T ∅ 

43 104 Exod 18:19–26 Jethro counsels Moses SBL T ∅ 

44 106 Exod 2:16aα “Midian” as a name SBL T ∅ 

45 107 Num 25:3 Beelphagor TBL T ∅ 

46 108 Num 25:7–8, 

12–13 

The zeal of Phineas TBL L ∅ 

47 109 Num 31:49 The lance of Phineas TBL T ∅ 

48 110 Exod 2:16aβ Raguel had seven daughters SBL T ∅ 

49 111 Exod 2:16b They water his sheep SBL T ∅ 

50 112 Exod 2:17a Local shepherds disturb SBL T ∅ 

51 113 Exod 2:17b Moses rescues them SBL T ∅ 

52 114 Exod 2:18a The daughters return to Raguel SBL T ∅ 

53 115 LXX Ps 22:1 “The Lord shepherds me” TBL L ∅ 

54 116 Exod 2:18b Raguel ask why they lingered SBL T ∅ 

55 117 Exod 2:19a Moses, human being / Egyptian SBL T ∅ 

(=55) 118 Exod 2:19a Moses, human being / Egyptian SBL T ∅ 

56 119 Exod 2:20 Raguel asks why the left Moses SBL T ∅ 

57 120 Exod 2:21 Moses invited, marries Zipporah SBL T ∅ 

58 121 Num 13:16b Hoshea to Joshua SBL T ∅ 

59 123 Num 14:24 Another spirit in Caleb SBL T ∅ 

60 125 Deut 33:1 Moses, God’s human being SBL T ∅ 
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nr § text content kind MOT Q.G. 

(=12) 125 Exod 7:1 Moses, God to Pharaoh SBL T ∅ 

61 126 Exod 24:1 Moses simply “Moses” SBL T ∅ 

(=36) 130 Gen 17:15 Sarai to Sarah MBLA na 3.53 

62 130 Gen 17:16a “I will give you” MBL na 3.54 

63 132 Gen 29:31 Leia’s womb opened SBL T ∅ 

64 134 Gen 38:15 Tamar’s face veiled SBL T ∅ 

65 134 Exod 3:6 Moses turns to bush TBLA T ∅ 

66 134 Exod 34:33–35 Moses veils his face TBLA L ∅ 

67 134 Gen 38:15 Tamar’s face veiled SBL T ∅ 

68 134 Gen 38:25a Tamar requests the tokens SBL T ∅ 

69 135 Gen 38:25b Necklace, staff, scepter SBL T ∅ 

70 136 Gen 38:26 Tamar justified SBL T ∅ 

71 137 Gen 21:6a Sarah receives laughter CBL T ∅ 

72 138 Gen 21:6b And bids others to rejoice CBL T ∅ 

73 139 Hos 14:9–10 Fruit from God for the wise TBL T ∅ 

74 141 Gen 17:16aβ “from her” MBL na 3.54 

75 143 1 Reg 2:5 A barren woman bore seven SBL T ∅ 

76 145 Gen 17:16aγ “a child” MBL na ∅ 

77 148 Gen 17:16b “She will be for the nations” MBL na 3.54 

78 151 Gen 17:16c “kings … will be from her” MBL na 3.54 

79 152 Gen 23:6 Abraham a king from God SBL L ∅ 

80 154 Gen 17:17 Abraham falls and laughs MBL na 3.55 

81 166 Gen 18:12 Sarah laughs in herself CBL L 4.16 

82 168 Exod 4:14 Aaron will rejoice in himself SBL L 4.16 

83 169 Isa 48:22 The impious do not rejoice SBL L ∅ 

84 171 Gen 45:16 Pharaoh rejoices TBL L ∅ 

85 173 Gen 45:18a “Bring your possessions” TBL T ∅ 

86 173 Gen 39:1 Petephres, eunuch and butcher TBL T ∅ 

87 174 Gen 45:18b Pharaoh gives goods TBL T ∅ 

(=80) 175 Gen 17:17a Abraham falls and laughs MBL na 3.55 

88 176 Gen 17:17b Abraham’s age questions MBL na 3.56 

(=88) 177 Gen 17:17bα Abraham said “in thought” MBL na 3.56 

89 177 Gen 15:4, 6 Abraham’s faith CBL T ∅ 

(=88) 178 Gen 17:17bα Abraham said “in thought” MBL na 3.56 

90 179 Od. 7.36 “a wing or thought” SCL T ∅ 

91 183 Deut 32:8 God is faithful TBL L (89) ∅ 

(=89) 186 Gen 15:6a Abraham’s belief CBL T ∅ 

92 187 Gen 32:25, 31 Jacob limped TBL T ∅ 

93 188 Gen 17:17bβ Abe 100, Sarah 90 MBL na 3.56 

94 189 Gen 11:10 Noah 100 SBL L ∅ 

95 190 Gen 21:33 Abraham’s 100-fold field SBL L ∅ 

96 190 Gen 26:12 Isaac finds 100 measures SBL L ∅ 
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nr § text content kind MOT Q.G. 

97 190 Exod 27:9 100 cubits in tabernacle SBL L ∅ 

(=2) 191 Num 18:28 Levitical tithe SBL L 3.56 

98 192 Exod 26:33 90 cubits to temple adytum SBL L ∅ 

(=88) 193 Gen 17:17bα Abraham said “in his mind” MBL na 3.56 

99 194 Gen 34:2–3 Shechem’s rape of Dinah SBL T ∅ 

100 195 Unde? ἥμισυ κακοῦ ἡσυχία TCL T ∅ 

101 195 Gen 4:7 “You sinned, keep silent” TBL T ∅ 

102 200 Gen 34:25 Simeon and Levi avenge SBL T ∅ 

103 200 Gen 49:5 Simeon and Levi identified TBL T ∅ 

104 200 Deut 33:8 Simeon enrolled in Levi TBL T ∅ 

105 201 Gen 17:18 “Let this Ishmael live” MBL na 3.57 

106 202 Num 24:16 Balaam hears and knows God SBL T ∅ 

107 206 Deut 21:20 “This son disobeys” SBL L ∅ 

108 207 Exod 6:26–27 “This Aaron and Moses” SBL L ∅ 

(=108) 209a Exod 6:26 “This Aaron and Moses” SBL L ∅ 

(=105) 209b Gen 17:18b “Let this Ishmael live” MBL na 3.57 

109 210 Deut 33:6 “Let Reuben live” SBL L ∅ 

110 215 Gen 46:30 “Do you still live?” SBL L ∅ 

(=105) 216 Gen 17:18 “Let Ishmael live before God” MBL na 3.57 

(=89) 218 Gen 15:6 Abraham’s faith SBL T ∅ 

111 220 Num 6:21 The power of hands SBL T ∅ 

112 224 Num 13:24 Joshua’s spies TBL T ∅ 

113 228 Gen 18:24, 32 Abraham prays for Sodom TBL T ∅ 

114 228 Num 25:10 The fiftieth year TBLA T ∅ 

115 230 Gen 27:38 Esau requests second blessing TBL T ∅ 

116 232 Num 11:33 Will the hand of the Lord fail? TBL L ∅ 

117 233 Lev 5:6, 7 Sheep and turtle doves SBL T ∅ 

118 234 Lev 5:11–12a Flour SBL T ∅ 

119 237 Deut 30:12–14  Works in mouth, heart, hands TBL L ∅ 

120 243 Democr. 105 λόγος ἔργου σκία TCL L ∅ 

121 249 Lev 5:12b The memorial offering SBL T ∅ 

(=117) 250 Lev 5:7 Sheep and turtle doves SBL T ∅ 

(=105) 252 Gen 17:18 “Let this Ishmael live” MBL na 3.57 

120 253 Gen 17:19a “Yes, Sarah will bear…” MBL na 3.58 

121 254 Gen 29:31 Leah hated by scoffers SBLA T ∅ 

(=120) 255 Gen 17:19aβ Sarah will bear you a son MBL na 3.58 

122 259 Exod 16:14 Bread from Heaven SBL T ∅ 

123 260 Exod 16:23 Wilderness Sabbaths SBLA T ∅ 

(=120) 261 Gen 17:19a “Yes, Sarah will bear…” MBL na 3.58 

124 261 Gen 17:19b “You will call the name” MBL na 3.59 

125 263 Gen 17:20 Ishmael’s Blessing MBL na 3.59 

126 263 Gen 17:21a Isaac’s Covenant MBL na 3.59 
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nr § text content kind MOT Q.G. 

127 264 Gen 17:21b At this time MBL na 3.60 

128 265 Num 14:9 The time came SBL L ∅ 

129 266 Lev 26:12 “I will walk among you” TBL L ∅ 

130 267 Gen 17:21c In another year MBL na 3.60 

131 268 Gen 26:12 In that year SBL L ∅ 

132 270 Gen 17:22 God finished speaking MBL na ∅ 
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